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efficacy-it can move the hearts and  minds of men; it can 
fan flames of hatred; quiet tumult; shape the course of 
human events; create and  shatter powerful nations. 

.Just as the  uniting of particles of matter in the chemist’s  test 
tube produces powerful elements, so too the  uniting of certain 
vowels can produce for you astounding psychological and physio- 
logical achievements. 

Let Dr. H. Spencer Lewis, late Imperator, personally and verbally 
explain to you, in a mawelous recording, how this can be accomplished. 
Listen to the  remarkable, realistic, lifelike records he made. Hear not 
only his explanations, but the exact intonations of the ,various vowels. 
Let your sanctum invocations be conducted  by his spoken word, also 
your breathing exercises. There is nothing more personal than  the 
spoken word. 

Record 1 --“The Sanctum  Invocation.” 
(Preparation  for  Cathedral Contacts.) 

Record  2-1LExercises in  Vowel Sounds.” 
(Mystical  Breathing with  Vowel Sounds.) 

Record  3-Meditation Music:  “Ah, Sweet Mystery  of Life” 
and ILSecreto Eterno,” the  ritualistic Colombe  march. 
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order and remittance to the address  below. 
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HOME OF A GENIUS 



A R E  the  tales of strange  human  powers 
false? Can   t he  mysterious  feats  per- 

formed  by  the  mystics of the  Orient  be  ex- 
plained  away  as  only  illusions? Is there a n  
intangible  bond  with  the  universe  beyond, 
which  draws  mankind  on?  Does a mighty 
Cosmic  intelligence from the  reaches of space 
ebb  and How through  the  deep recesses of the 
mind,  forming a river of wisdom  which  can 
carry  men  and  women to the  heights of per- 
sonal  achievement? 

Have You Had  These 
Experiences? 
. . . . .  that  unmistakabIe  feeling  that  you  have 
taken  the  wrong  course of action,  that  you  have 
violated  some  inner,  unexpressed,  better  judg- 
ment.  The  sudden  realization  that  the  silent 
whisperings of self are  cautioning  you  to  keep 
your own  counselenot  to  speak  words  on  the 
tip of your  tongue  in  the  presence of another, 
That  something  which  pushes  you  forward 
when  you  hesitate,  or  restrains  you  when  you 
are  apt  to  make a wrong  move. 

These  urges  are  the  subtle inpuence which 
when  understood  and  directed  has  made  thou- 
sands of men  and  women  masters of their  lives. 
There IS a source of intelligence  within you as  
natural as your senses of sight  and  Ilearing,  and 

more  dependable,  which  you  are NOT using 
now!  Challenge  this  statement!  Dare  the  Rosi- 
crucians to  reveal  the  functions of this  Cosmic 
mind  and its  great  possibilities  to  you. 

Let This Free Book Explain 
Take  this  infinite  power  into  your  partnership. 

You can  use  it   in a rational  and  practical  way 
without  interference  with  your  religious  beliefs 
or personal  affairs. The  Rosicrucians, a world- 
wide  philosophical  movement, invite  you to  use 
the  coupon  below,  now,  today.  and  obtain a 
free  copy  of  the  fascinating  book, The  Mastery 
of Life, which  explains  further, 

USE THIS COUPON 

The Rosicrucians, AMORC. Sen Jose, CaliforniR 
Scribe S.P.C. 

this  unseen.  vital power  wllicll mn  be used in acquir- 
I am sincerely  interested in knowing  more ahout 

without  cost,  tlle  Look, The Mustery of Life. whirll 
ing the fullness and happiness of life. Please send mr, 

tells how to receive  this  information. 

Name ................................................................................. 

Address ............................................................................. 
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THOUGHT OF THE  MONTH 
HAS MAN FREE WILL? 

I‘ - I] 

AS humanity free will?  Is 
the human  truly a free 
agent in his decisions 
from which  his  conscious 
acts follow? With the no- 
tion of freedom there is 
the implied association of 
independence. A thing is 
not necessarily free if it 

has no  external  restraints  or compul- 
sions; it is but isolated in its relations 
to all else, separated as it were  from 
all other reality. In the commonly  ac- 
cepted  sense, to be free denotes  con- 
siderably more than  this separateness. 
It would have reference to  choice of 
relationships. The free entity would  be 
one that is not static, but rather one 
that avoids or seeks other  attachments. 
Certainly, we would not  refer to a 
people  marooned on a desert island, iso- 
lated from all society  elsewhere, as be- 
ing a free people just because they  were 
removed from  the influences of the rest 
of humanity.  They would  be thought 
free  in the  usual sense of the word if 
it were in their  capacity to choose  a 
course of action having its initiative 
within themselves. 

Freedom must be identified with in- 
ternal  motivation. The free entity  must 
have a realization, a kind of conscious- 
ness of its being and a  desire to either 
retain or alter  the states of that con- 
sciousness The free entity is motivated 
to choose ways and means to have a pre- 
ferred state of  consciousness  persevere. 

The It is apparent that  the so-called free Ros;crucian entity or agent is at  all times impelled 
by preference; it cannot escape making Digest a  choice. An  inanimate  thing cannot 

March be free because it has no consciousness 
1955 by  which  to realize a preference. Man 

abounds in these  preferences,  for  which 
a more apt word  is  “desires.” These 
desires, in  turn,  are urges and appetites 
which impel  the body and the  mind 
to action. Only those inherent drives 
which cause  sensations are realized as 
desires. These conscious urges are or- 
ganically necessary  becauce they  bring 
about, in the main,  the coordinated  ac- 
tivity of the whole  organism-mental 
and physical. The impelling search for 
sustenance is  a  prosaic but nevertheless 
an effective example of this activity. 

Man either submits to the functional 
desires, as the appetites, or he ceases 
to live; or, at best, he  endures an ab- 
normal existence. No normal  human 
is free of these urges in that  he is in- 
dependent of them. There  are, however, 
other inclinations and impulses which 
man experiences that do not directly, 
at least, have their origin in the  func- 
tion of these organs and  their appetites. 
There  are those impulses which stem 
from  the  mental processes as from  rea- 
son and imagination. We have men- 
tal desires, distinguished from physical 
ones. We choose  to walk, to sit, to write, 
to read, or to pursue an  ambition-or 
to sacrifice to a moral code. We  may 
desire  to  suppress another desire. We 
may, for example, desire to stay awake 
long hours to  execute  a  work and, by 
so doing,  oppose the physical urge to 
sleep. These impelling desires of the 
mind,  its conclusions and judgments, 
which  move us to action are termed 
will. In most humans  they  are the 
most  efficacious of all desires  because 
they have been  able to successfully  op- 
pose and  surmount  all physical ones. 
Men will endure excruciating pain  and 
sacrifice all comfort, even to  losing 
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their lives, in order to gratify  a  men- 
tal desire, some ideal, at  the dictate of 
Will. 

Physical desires and urges are or- 
ganic  and  partly psychological. The 
insufficiency of the body, when  its re- 
quirements are not met,  will  create an 
abnormal or subnormal condition and 
thereby roduce an aggravated state, 
or  one o f  distress. From these  aggra- 
vations arise  certain sensations that  the 
organic  being  comes to associate with 
external factors which will relieve it. 
Eventually,  a  pattern of scents, sounds, 
or  tactile sensations is realized as  the 
image of that  thin  or condition  nec- 
essary to alleviate &e  distress-the de- 
sire. In  our  hunger,  we  have  gradually 
learned  to form a  mental  picture of 
food which has  become associated with 
the satisfaction derived from  the re- 
moval of the desire. The lesser animals 
have this  instinct attern  by which  they 
are  drawn to see{ out those  conditions 
necessary for  their satisfaction. As the 
bod develops acute urges and desires, 
so droes the mind. One can conceive an 
ideal, an end to be attained,  which  to be 
accomplished  engenders an emotional 
stress that is most  provocative. There  is 
no  tranquillity of mind until the ideal, 
the  mental desire, is satisfied. The more 
intent  the thought  and the more com- 
plete the conception, the imaginative 
picture, the greater is the arousing of 
the emotions and  the  more  the  individ- 
ual experiences a  mental restlessness 
and an all-consuming urge  which can 
exceed the compulsion of any passion 
having  its seat in  the organs. 

Exalted Puaetlose 

Will,  then, is not the  implanting in 
the  human of a special power or fac- 
ulty as a direct extension of a  divine 
source. Will is functional; it arises out 
of the combination of the  mental proc- 
esses  -visualization,  reasoning, pdg- 
ment-and the emotional impetus that 
they beget. It is less direct than  the 
lesser desires because  of its complex 
nature  but more  dominant. Will is the 
desire that gives supremacy to  man, 
for he  can impose it upon other ur es 
of his being. He can  thus cause  %e 
body to be  subservient to the  mental 
life. Because of this exalted function 
of the will-desire it  has  often been  pro- 
claimed, traditionally  and classically, as 

a special, divine gift to  mankind  rather 
than a naturally evolved function of 
the  human.  The  function of will is 
also  exhibited by lesser animals than 
man. Dogs that sacrifice themselves for 
their masters, that deliberately  starve 
rather  than leave when  their  masters 
have died, are displaying  a  desire of 
the emotional  self. It is a preference, 
a choice of desire which constitutes will. 

Is the manifestation of will, the selec- 
tion of desires which are to  be  grati- 
fied, to be taken as evidential of man’s 
free  agency? If one  has the power to 
choose either A or B is he  by  that  fact 
actually  free? Not if we conceive  such 
freedom as being independent of any 
compulsion, internal  or  external.  We 
are continually  creatures of desires- 
physical or  mental.  We pass throu h 
a  gamut of them hourly. One or %e 
other is always  commanding the focus 
of our powers toward  its gratification. 

Our  choice, the exercise of will, is 
not a supremacy over all desire, but 
rather always  a submission to one. We 
are never victorious wherever  will is 
concerned. Will is but  the  dominant 
desire at the  moment, the one that has 
captured our  mind  and commands our 
body to do its bidding. If we  chose A 
over B, it is because the  former  had 
the greatest efficacy, the all-embracing 
influence upon our consciousness and 
upon our  thought processes at  the time. 
It means that A will provide us with 
the greater satisfaction. We  are  thus 
more enslaved by A than by B. When 
A and  B  arise in common as desires, 
we  are obliged to make  a choice. We 
cannot escape their impelling urge. We 
may choose either of them, or synthe- 
size them  and create  a C, which, to the 
mind, may have  a  eater satisfaction. 
This C ma actuafy be  a  denial of 
both A and 6, since it is, in itself, more 
gratifying than  either of the others. A 
and B may be  physical appetites, and 
I may concede that because of some 
ascetical idealism the abnegation of 
both A and B  is preferable. In  deny- 
ing these two desires I derive a  mental 
satisfaction, a  kind of exaltation of the 
circumscription of my appetites. I think 
I am a victor, but am I? I have con- 
quered one kind of desire to give way 
to the desire of will,  the product of my 
rationalizing  and of my moral idealism. 
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The Choice 
Those who have at times  been so 

brash as to  expound an absolute free 
agency of human will, have  by  their 
polemics  made it seem that  man could 
interpose his will between the forces 
of nature  and himself. It should be 
obvious that one  bound to pursue  a 
path as  a  general course, no  matter 
what  are his side excursions, has no 
real freedom of choice. Man  is  thus 
only  ermitted selections consistent with 
the  firection  he is  com elled to follow 
by  the necessity of his {eing. The rev- 
elations of modern science tend  to 
confirm the earlier  metaphysical and 
philosophical  conclusions to  the effect 
that  man is dependent  upon  natural, 
immutable laws.  One must conform 
to  what  he is and of what  he consists, 
or  he  will not continue  to be. The sui- 
cide is not exercising free will. The al- 
ternatives have already been laid down 
for  him by nature.  He causes his  am- 
bitions, his intellectual aspirations, to 
coincide with  the  harmony of his be- 
ing,  or  he may choose not to be-by 
selecting death. Choose,  however, he 
must. 

We  may  think of will as if it were 
a wagon  wheel  imbued with self-loco- 
motion. It can revolve by  its own pow- 
er-forward or backward-either  slow 
or fast, but it has  no  alternative  other 
than to revolve in just one of those di- 
rections. It is attached to  an axle. If 
it is separated from such a  support, 
then  its balance is  no longer  possible 

nor  are its revolutions. In  a sense, we 
are imbued  with  a  hierarchy of d s ,  
a scale of impelling desires. Each cell, 
in conformin to Its functions of irri- 
tability,  meta % olism and reproduction, 
for example, is  adhering  to the will, 
the  inherent desire or consciousness of 
its  nature. Each  organ-as the  heart, 
the lungs, the kidneys and endocrine 

ands-is expressing will, as Schopen- 
auer so aptly said. Will as  man  refers 

to it, or  mental desire, is  the synthesis 
of these lesser desires. It is the  ability 
to cause the integrated  instrument,  the 
human organism, to function  as  a cre- 
ative unit. 

The will compels the whole man to 
accomplish in reality just as  do the 
parts of his  organism achieve  ends un- 
to themselves. A cell has  the desire, 
the  innate will to  create tissue, blood, 
and bone or  to conve nerve impulses, 
and so, too, the who T e human organ- 
ism is a cell which can objectify its 
unified function as an expression of it- 
self. It is the  function of intelli erne 
to impose  itself as a  directing and im- 
pelling force upon  other  reality  with 
which it comes in contact. Our  intelli- 
gence and  the impulses of environment 
acting  upon us cause the exercise of 
will, the intentional  inclination  toward 
this  or that satisfaction. We  are  thus 
free  to choose, but our will is never 
independent of our  organic being, the 
desires of our physical and  mental 
selves or of the universe in which we 
exist. 

E l  

v A V  

PHILOSOPHERS AND METAPHYSICS 
THE great problem of the immediate  future,  for  American  as  for  other phi- 

losophers, should be the problem  of the ossibilit of restoring metaphysics. What 
are  the meta  hysical  presuppositions o P 9  lo ‘c o the theory of value, of the phi- 
losophy of retgion?  Until the  need of d e a k g  with these presup ositions is faced, 
philosophical s eculation remains  scrappy and mutilated. But t i e  great problem 
which is alrealy recognized  by the  a  e IS the problem of what  can be said or, 
if it cannot be said, can at least be s a own. Do the meta  hysical foundations of 
philosophy  come  among the  statements of science  in  t E e broadest  sense, the 

The things that  can be said, or do they belong to  the region of mystery, the things 
Rosicrucian that cannot be said but  can be shown, or  are  they beyond all human sa ‘ng and 
lliqest showing?  this is the concern of every philosopher, to whichever side o?the At- -_  Miiih lantic he belongs. 
1955 
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-from The  Times  Literary Supplement, London- 
Sept. 17, 1954 (p. xxx “Philosophical  Speculation”) 



Toward  Understanding 
By PENWOOD ROUNTREE, F. R. C .  

Men (says an  ancient Greek  sentence)  are  tormented with the opinions 
they have of things  and  not by the things  themselves. - MONTAIGNE 

- 

OGIC and sentiment  guide 
our conduct"or it may 
be  a combination of the 
two.  Logic is our power 
of reason-the attempt  to 
make sense out of a  situ- 
ation or a  thing. The 
logical approach takes the 
facts of a  situation and 

tries to relate  them  into an understand- 
able system. This approach constitutes 
the science of logic when developed and 
followed by  the scientist or  the philos- 
opher. 

A thorou h self-analysis shows us 
that  the  bull of our actions and reac- 
tions arises from our sentiments (feel- 
ing).  We  may verify  this  fact  even 
better by observing our associates, since 
our own sentiments  tend  to  remain in 
the background  keeping us unaware of 
their  true  nature in us. How often do 
we reflect and suffer remorse,  wonder- 
ing ( in  most  cases after  the  damage is 
done)  why  we acted in a  certain  way 
or  made  certain  statements?  On the 
other  hand,  have  we  not observed  peo- 
ple, whom we consider to be  as  intelli- 
gent  as  we  are,  acting  and  talking 
under emotional stress that  an ounce of 
forethou ht  would have forestalled? We 
realize 8 s  truth because we  tend  to 
reflect on what others say, unless, as 
they, we  too have given  over to our 
own feelings, either  sympathetic  or 
inimical. 

Sentiment  generally follows  two pat- 
terns, the nonlogical and  the  irrational. 
The public as a body  follows the non- 

lo  'cal  pattern. This means that  we as 
in%viduals take  a  stand  on most issues 
(thought  out  by someone else) through 
our  sympathetic or opposing feelings. 
We  are  in some degree  under  a  hypnot- 
ic spell and  rarely examine  the  facts of 
the issue to arrive  at a just conclusion 
after reflection. 

Irrational  sentiments lead in the ac- 
tions and reactions of fanatics and 
reach  a climax in the insane.  And  we 
see  unreasonableness at work in the 
child who  goes into a  tantrum.  Per- 
haps many readers can recall  a  few 
personal acts which  had  arisen  from 
mational thought or feeling. Did  you 
ever in a fit of an  er damage an object, 
or  insult someone? 

Man's nature is such  that it is im- 
possible for him to escape  some ill ef- 
fect of his own sentiments; however, 
once he recognizes this, he  may escape 
man unpleasant and seemingly un- 
avoiiable  incidents. 

When dealing  with  our fellow man 
we should  observe a  few simple rules 
if we wish to keep in harmony  with 
him. Listen carefully  and  patiently, 
and  try sincerely to understand  and 
take an interest in his  oint of view. 
Insincerity is quite ha r f  to hide, and 
once it is detected in the listener the 
speaker  becomes  suspicious and  distrust- 
ful of him. It has been said that  there 
never was an uninteresting subject, but 
merely an uninterested  mind. To cul- 
tivate this idea may  help  our  relation- 

with others. Hastily disagreeing 
wi ShX another  generally arouses a feel- 



ing of resentment  within  him; there- 
fore, we  should avoid this. Many times 
it makes  little difference  one way or 
another-we  need neither to agree  nor 
to disagree. When disa eement is nec- 
essary, we may try to Y ead up to it as 
tactfully  as possible with due consid- 
eration for the other fellow’s  feelings. 

Where  sentiment is predominant in 
one’s thinking, contrary logical argu- 
ment is futile. The best way to avoid 
argument  is  to  make  certain  that  a 
counter  sentiment is not  aroused in 
ourselves. This  counter  surge of feel- 
ing is easily detected and controlled in 
most instances once we  have  learned to 
recognize it. Training one’s  self not to 
pay  attention exclusively to  the content 
of another’s conversation, where feeling 
is involved, leads to a better under- 
standin of others. Often what  one does 
not wi& to say  has  more significance 
than  what  he  actually says-as stated 
before, sentiment  tends to remain  in 
the background  unrecognized by the 
subject. There  may be  some sentimen- 

tal idea  predominant in a person, and 
practically all of his expression may 
stem  from this basic sentimental obses- 
sion. To train ourselves to listen in 
order to become better acquainted  with 
our  fellow man can become an inter- 
esting pastime loaded with  sudden  and 
often amusing surprises; even his com- 
plaints may be the  rattling of the skele- 
ton  and  the clanking of the chains of 
our own social structure. 

The more practical our social struc- 
ture becomes, the more  stable it will be. 
Stability follows  logical or reasonable 
thinkin  and p l a m g .  But the more 
man d h g e s  in meaningless  sentimen- 
tal ritual, the more  certain  he  is to 
follow a chaotic path. 

Is it ossible that  our society may be 
a  com3icated  henomenon of human 
relations boun a together by a  system 
of sentiments? May it even be  possible 
to stampe& society b arousing this 
nonlogical feeling to t i e  point of ac- 
tion? or, to lead by  arousing the logical 
feeling? 

u n o  
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By RAY A. LAJOIE, F. R. C. 

I T is said that Sir Isaac 
Newton (I 642-1 727) , 

the prince of scientists, 
revealed wha t  makes 
the universe  hang to- 
gether. No  greater sci- 
entific intelligence ever 
existed. It earned  for 
him  his  inscription in 
Westmins te r  Abbey, 
“Let man rejoice that 
so great  a  glory of the 
human  race has a p  
peared.” 

Cosmic energy that 
can  never  be destroyed, 
the  laws of gravity, the 
deepest facts of celestial 
physics - Newton 
grasped them all. He 
invented the  mathemat- 
ical method of the cal- 
culus, which he called jZuZions, be- 
cause the existing mathematics could 
not serve his needs. 

One of his greatest  trail-blazing 
achievements  was the discovery that 
ordinary  sunlight, which  we think of 
as white, is actually composed of many 
colors,  which can be separated and seen 
when reflected. Interesting,  but what 
of it? Actually,  the discovery of the 
color spectrum opened the  way  to  the 
whole  science of modern optics. For 
later, investigators began to suspect, 
and  then proved, that on  each side of 
the visible spectrum, beyond the red at 
one edge and  the violet at  the  other, 
lies a universe of invisible light, or en- 
ergy, consisting of waves of different 
lengths. Thus we  stumbled on X rays, 
radio waves, sunburn rays, gamma 
rays,  “death”  rays,  the whole assort- 
ment of radiant  energy  on  which so 
much of modern life depends. 

We don’t know  exactly what set New- 
ton to  thinking about the s ectrum. 
Perhaps  it was a rainbow, p.er K aps the 
mystery of why  an apple 1s red. At 
any rate,  his method  was simple. He 
merely held a glass prism in a ray of 

sunlight. The broken- 
up colors of light  ap- 
peared  on the opposite 
wall of the room. So 
“sim le” is genius! It 
was h e  the seemingly 
silly question he asked 
when he saw the fall- 
ing apple: Why doesn’t 
it fall up? That ques- 
tion unlocked for  him 
the secret of gravitation. 

Color, Newton dem- 
onstrated, does not exist 
in the colored object but 
only in the  ability of 
that object to reflect that 
par t icu lar  color from 
among  those of which 
light 1s composed. And 
that, too,  was an addi- 
tion  to our knowledge 
which  ordinarv sDecta- of optics, from 

cles have developed to aid humin Asion. 
Robert Bunsen 

A telescope  scans objects that  are too 
far  away  to see. A microscope  makes 
small objects visible to the eye. But  a 
s ectroscope can  tell  your  eye  what an 
otject is made of-the sun,  for example. 

Robert  Bunsen ( 181 1-1 899),  German 
scientist of Heidelberg  University, was 
an investigator who became  curious 
about whether  things could be identi- 
fied by means of peculiar  kinds of 
light. Sir  Isaac  Newton, many years 
before, had  shown that sunlight itself 
is  made up of rays characterized by 
different colors, all blended  together to 
make “white.”  But what about other 
kinds of light,  such as that given off by 
a  burning substance like sodium, or  a 
red-hot  substance like  platinum? 

The upshot was that Bunsen  discov- 
ered that each  chemical  element, when /01 
burned  or  made red-hot, will register 
its own characteristic  bright  line  when 
passed through  a prism. If the  line is 
there you may be sure  that  the sub- 
stance  is there too, at the source of the \! 
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light. In order  to know the composi- 
tion of the  sun, and  what kind of gases 
are  burning  in  that  fiery inferno, all 
you have to do is  to smgle out  the 
characteristic lines in the  spectrum of 
the sun’s light. The  feat has been  done. 

This process of identification had one 
dramatic result. A certain  line  appeared 
in the sun’s s ectnun, such as  had 
never been  pro B uced by any substance 
found on  our planet. Later  that sub- 
stance was  discovered on  earth. It was 
helium,  used to inflate balloons. In 
this  way, scientific method  discovered 
what it could not  directly observe, just 
as Leverrier, the  French astronomer, 
“discovered” the  lanet Neptune by 
mathematical  calcdations  which proved 
it must be there. 

Newton’s prism  was too crude  for 
Bunsen’s kind of spectrum  analysis, so 
he constructed the spectroscope, about 
a  hundred  years ago, incorporating 
small telesco  es and  magnifying lenses. 
That was on P y one of the countless  ad- 
vances in  the science of optics which 
have  enriched  human  life  with such 
ordinary seeing aids, as eyeglasses and 
other helps. 

Leeuwenhoek 
Anton  van Leeuwenhoek, born in 

Delft, Holland, in 1632, was  almost 
certainly the lfirst man  who  ever saw 
bacteria, or germs”-those invisible 
little disease breeders that have  slain 
millions of human beings. This won- 
derful  Dutchman  thus became  one of 
humanity’s  great pioneer  benefactors, 
because  microbes,  once seen, could  be 
studied and dealt with by later geni- 
uses like Pasteur  and  a host of others. 

Leeuwenhoek  was an amateur scien- 

tist. The death of his father, said to 
have  been a  wealthy brewer,  compelled 
him to leave school and keep a store. 
But  his heart was not in storekeeping, 
it was in grinding lenses-a hobby. He 
spent  his  spare hours shaping  the stub- 
born glass by  hand,  making  as perfect 
lenses as  he could. Then  he would 
mount  them in tubes and  stare  at  the 
wonders  which  they revealed. 

Though he did  not invent  the micro- 
scope, he h e w  how to  make  and use 
it. He was  the first erson to  think of 
looking at a  drop oPwater  through a 
microsco e. 

What \e  saw took his  breath  away. 
The tiny drop of water  swarmed with 
a host of livlng, moving  things-little 
animals or “beasties” he called them, 
without sus ecting their power. After 
that  he h i e d  for them everywhere 
and became a microbe hunter. We 
learned that our world is teeming with 
microscopic life. 

Not all bacteria are harmful, of 
course. The  human bod could  not 
live  without  the  beneficiafones  which 
inhabit some parts of it. Leeuwen- 
hoek’s pioneering  opened the  way  to 
this knowledge, too. 

His achievements went  far beyond 
the discovery of bacteria. He demon- 
strated the power of the microscope to 
uncover objects invisible to the eye and 
thus became a  founder of microscopy, 
one of the most fruitful techniques in 
the whole range of science. Indirectly, 
the knowledge he accumulated contrib- 
uted  to  the scientific development of 
everyday eyeglasses and  numerous  other 
power  glasses  which enable millions of 

eople to see better the world they 
Eve in. 
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God a Companion in Daily Affairs 
By DR-H. SPENCER LEWIS, F. R. C. 
(From The Mystic TriangZe, September 1925) 

our late Imperator,  Dr. H. Spencer Lewis, we adopted  the  editorial policy of publishing  each 
Since  thousands of readers of the Rosicruciun Digest have not read many of the  articles of 

month one of his outstanding  articles, so that his thoughts  would  continue  to  reside within 
the pages of this  publication. 

AVE you  ever thought  how 
many  men  and women 
secretly and  uietly wor- 
ship God an! take Him 
into consideration in their 
daily affairs? 
Many  are accustomed 

to think of  God as an es- 
sential part of some reli- 

gion, a  fundamental in some  creed  or 
dogma. But for  every person  who  seeks 
God in a definite religion or in some 
church service, there  are  hundreds  who 
seek  God when alone, unassociated with 
any creed or any form of churchianity. 

An  understanding of God, a keener 
appreciation of  God’s place in our lives 
and our  place in the consciousness of 
God, is increasing daily. We  may look 
with alarm  at the changes in orthodoxy 
and  the  variations in church creeds. We 
may feel uneasy about the  increase of 
denominations and  the changes from 
one to another. We  may even criticize 
the broadness of viewpoint that science 
is injecting  into the interpretation of 
sacred literature. But  one who  inti- 
mately contacts the private  life  and 
personal ideals of the average man  and 
woman finds that  there is an increasing 
respect for  the sacred  things of life  and 
a more  profound and comprehensible 
love of God. 

Men  and women in every walk of 

life h u e  taken God down  from  the 
high and  impossible throne in the skies 
and  put Him into  their hearts. They 
have rejected the childhood ideas of a 
physical  or ethereal being, existing in 
some distant space surrounded  by  a 
Kingdom of An els, and  put  a wonder- 
ful, indescribabye  being in their own 
souls. They have  otten so close to God, 
so acquainted wig God, that He is  no 
longer the unknowable, merciless, se- 
vere, distant,  austere sovereign, but a 
real  friendly,  cheerful, knowable, lika- 
ble companion. 

This implies no lack of real rever- 
ence. It means  no lessening of respect 
or  true worship. It means  the develop- 
ment of God to that place in our lives 
as God would have  it,  as  the  Master 
Jesus taught his disciples. 

The time was  when big men of busi- 
ness and  men of big  business felt  that 
it would  be indicative of weakness or of 
childlike emotion to speak of God as 
being  a part of their daily affairs or as 
being a  daily consideration. Not so many 
years ago things  Divine were left  for 
Sunday discussion and discourse, and 
God as  a subject of thou ht  and rever- 
ence  was left for time an ! occasion. But 
it is not so today; and the  trend of hu- 
man thinking indicates that  men  and 
women are getting closer to God and 
more truly acquainted  with God and 
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God's laws than ever in the past. I 
say  this despite the cries of those who 
say  that  the church as an institution 
needs greater su port, and  in  the face 
of increasing re!&ous restlessness. 

A few weeks a o I was invited, with 
my wife, to spen i an evening in what 
we  thought would  be purely social pas- 
time. During  the evening other  friends 
dropped in. The conversation was  on 
all  popular subjects for an  hour  or more 
until  the  large  library was well filled 
with  friends  and some who  were  un- 
known to each other. Only  three in the 
room knew of my connection with  any 
metaphysical or mystical  organization, 
and  the topics of conversation very 
slowly  approached the  line of higher 
thought. 

Among  those present  were  lawyers, 
insurance men, students, physicians, 
scientists, businessmen, their wives, 
sons, and daughters. Suddenl someone 
s oke of the Evolution trial { eing con- 
Lcted  in Tennessee, and  that led to a 
discussion of the creation of man. 

Naturally, we  discussed our various 
viewpoints of the laws of Nature  and 
of God's  powers. Then,  without  warn- 
ing  and without  expecting such  a turn 
of events, one of the young  lawyers 
suggested that each  one of us present 
take t u r n s  in stating our ersonal  opin- 
ion of  God and  what  Goameant to us. 

It was after  ten o'clock. A quietness 
filled the room at once, and as if we 
were at a  trial or a  hearing before  some 
sacred  council  each one of the  many 
present,  frankly,  reverently,  carefully, 
and beautifully told what God meant 

I do  not  know when I have  ever  at- 
tended so illuminating  a session. There 
were  Jews and Gentiles present, and 
those of various religious denomina- 
tions. The hours  passed.  God  became 
more and more revealed. God was in 
our midst: He was  speaking to us 
through  the souls, hearts, minds, and 
brains of young and old, through  every 
creed, every manifestation. 

Some  told, frankly, of how they made 
God a  partner in their  daily affairs. 

The  Others told of how God was  a  partner 
Rosicrucian in business affairs. One man freely 

admitted  that, though he was not  a Digest devout attendant at  any church, he 
March knew that when  he asked  God to help 
1955 him  and made a promise to God to 

to him. 
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assist and co-operate, that his  prayer 
was always  answered; and  that when 
he forgot his  agreement  later, or modi- 
fied it, God reminded him in various 
ways.  God was  his  partner in  many 
ways, a  ide and adviser. Others told 
how G z w a s  inwardly discernible to 
them;  how He made  His presence 
known. Others spoke of God as being 
the most dependable rock in their lives 
upon  which to build and depend for 
daily support. 

Midni ht  came  as  the  hours passed. 
Gatheref together in another  large 
room for  a  midnight  banquet,  intended 
to be a surprise  and an occasion for 
gaiety and  mirth,  the subject continued, 
the lights  were lowered and stories were 
told of the experiences in life each had 
passed and which  had  made God  closer 
and  dearer  to  them. 

Think of such an evening in these 
days when it is believed by some that 
you cannot  drive  men  and women 
to give  passing thought  to  anything 
sacred! 

God has  brought it about that  man 
shall evolve to a  better  understanding 
of Him. We  may conceive of  God as 
a  Divine Essence, a  Divine  Mind,  a 
Universal Spirit, a Great Architect, the 
Cosmic  Consciousness, or in any  term 
we please, but  more  and  more God is 
becoming real  to us. 

Man  can  have  no more  de endable 
friend and companion in his \ours of 
joy or sorrow than God. To each of us 
God  is, or soon shall be, an essential of 
daily  thought  and  livin We  may ig- 
nore the fact,  we  may % e unconscious 
or  unmindful of it, but the fact is 
eternal. 

It is only  by purposefully making 
God our companion that  we bring our- 
selves outwardly in attunement  with  all 
the constructive, creative forces of the 
world as  we are  inwardly  attuned. 

To talk with God, intimately, confi- 
dentially,  frankly, in the  privacy of our 
homes or offices, in the open country, 
in the  middle of day as well as the 
close of day, is a privilege and  an ever- 
sustaining blessin . To take God into 
consideration in a s 1 our  plans,  all our 
desires, all  our ambitions, is to give 
thought  to the most  potent factor in our 
whole existence, a factor that cannot be 
denied and overlooked without serious 
effects  before the close of life. To smile 



with God,  weep with God, play  and 
work, rest  and  meditate with God, is to 
have  the most sympathetic  and  appre- 
ciative companion in the world. 

The  man  or woman  who makes  God 
a  companion in this way  is  sure to  live 
right, succeed and avoid the pitfalls and 
sins of life. With God as our  close  com- 
panion, we cannot do that which  would 
be displeasing, for would  we hurt  the 
heart  and soul of a companion who is 
dear  to us? We will  not stoop to the 
unfair,  the  unjust,  the  unkind,  for  we 
could  not  look into  the face of our Com- 
panion  and smile with  Him  thereafter. 
We will not fail, we  cannot meet de- 
feat, if  God is our companion,  whose 
word we accept, whose  advice we fol- 
low,  whose  co-operation  we merit,  for 
God  speaks with absolute  knowledge, 
acts w t h  supreme wisdom, directs with 
complete control and bestows blessings 
and powers on those who share their 
trust with Him. 

“Thou  shalt  have no other Gods  be- 
fore me!” refers not only to  idols or 

creeds or dogmas; it refers  equally  as 
well to earthly egos. Man  has been 
prone to believe that his mind, his  rea- 
soning, his clever  deduction and his 
learning  are things to pit  against the 
odds in life. He yields judgment  to no 
man except under  pressure  or  uncon- 
querable conditions. He shares his trust 
with  no being, not  even God, in the 
fullest expression, and  for this one rea- 
son  alone he does not  make God the 
real companion that  He  may be. This 
is true today in a lesser degree than  it 
used to be; it is becoming  less each 
day. My plea is to those who  have  not 
given it the thought they should  give. 

Make God your companion  today. 
In meditation  reveal God to yourself, 
reveal  yourself to Him as a  companion. 
Place  your  trust in Him, make Him a 
partner in your  affairs and yield to 
Him  an  equal place, at least, in all 
your doin s, all  your pleasures, all  your 
sorrows,  a ‘f 1 your hopes, and aspirations. 
It will change your course of life, it 
will bring  inspiration, guidance, friend- 
ship, success, and Peace Profound. 

V A V  

EXTRASENSORY WORLD 
Have you had strange mental experiences 

about which you hesitate to speak  because 
you realize that others,  perhaps, will not 
understand  them? Do you wonder if there 
is another  world  beyond  and  whether it can 
and  does  influence our lives here? Are  you 
mystified  by the so-called “intuitive” urges 
and  the  voice of self? In fact,  do  you won- 
der  whether  there really is,  after all, a 
SUPERNATURAL? 

A  unique  series of lectures on this very 
subject is now being offered to you at a 
special low cost. It is possible for you to 
obtain at  once  this enlightening course on 
the  world‘s  most exciting question. 

SPECIAL  OFFER: The entire series of 16 lectures, which make up the story of 
THE SUPERNATURAL, normally sells for $6.00. NOW AVAILABLE for only $5.00 
(E1/15/9 sterling)! When ordering,  ask for The Supernatural, Course No. 14. 

ROSICRUCIAN SUPPLY BURIWU - SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 
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Rosicrucianism  and Psychology 
By J. A. SUNDE, 

HERE have  always been 
men who were wiser than 
their fellows. They did 
more  thinking and were 
the recipients of intuitive 
and inspirational knowl- 
edge.  These men came to 
be  looked  upon as teach- 
ers, advisers, sages, and 

Holy  men;  and  other  men sought  knowl- 
edge  €rom these few. In time, systems 
of education  evolved, and, because early 
man deified the Wise Man in his midst, 
the foundations of religions were estab 
lished. 

In  his continued  seeking for  ways  to 
advance himself, the  human being be- 
an to systematize his knowledge. Thus 

ee  an philosophy  and science. Times 
an$  places  were set for the dissemina- 
tion of knowledge from  teacher  to 
seeker. 

Eventually,  and  this was still several 
thousand years  ago, the most  advanced 
teachers  and  thinkers be an  to pool 
their knowledge and  to male plans for 
its preservation. Thus began the Mys- 
tery Schools,  which  became the centers 
of the most  advanced learning of the 
times. Pupils  were careful1 selected 
from among the  many see 1 ers  after 
knowledge and  were  pre  ared  to carry 
on  the  traditions of the sc%ools. 

These  early  Mystery Schools were 
the forerunners of the  present Rosicru- 

The cian Order, AMORC. Its goal has been 
~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~  to preserve the  accumulatin wisdom 

resulting through the work of the most 
Digest mystically advanced and Cosmically il- 
March luminated scholars of each age. Ever 
1955 discovery and advancement in know[ 
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M. A., F. R. C. 
edge from  the  time of the earliest Wise 
Men  has been tested and tried, and 
only those rinciples and facts which 
were provefor substantiated  as  truths 
were  incorporated  into the teachings. 
The search  for knowledge has been 
widespread, and  the  fundamental  truths 
and rinciples of each religion and of 
the p\iloso hies of each race have  been 
included. #bus all known laws of na- 
ture, of life and being, from  the  time 
when  man f i s t  reflected  upon the  mys- 
teries which  surrounded him, are avail- 
able to those who would study.  This 
knowledge  does not  pursue any one sub- 
ject or science to its lo ‘cal conclusion; 
rather, it gives the  Tasic laws for 
eneral comprehension. The separate 

jepartments  are resented in a compre- 
hensive  universay  system including  the 
knowle2 e of all sciences,  which must 
essential f y harmonize in a single, co- 
herent  unit. 

Psychology is one of the  many 
branches of universal knowledge. It 
deals primarily  with  the  functioning of 
the mind, and  can be traced  to the 
earlx Greek  philosophers,  who called it 
the science of the soul.’’ 

Psycholoy  remained  within  the 
realm of p ilosophy until  the  latter 
half of the  nineteenth  century,  when  a 
small group of psychologists, interested 
in scientific methods,  decided to drop 
all speculative theories concerning mind 
and  make it a true science. This im- 
plied that  nothin could  be  accepted as 
a  fact in psychofogy which could  not 
be mechanically demonstrated and ex- 
perimentall verified. Thus the  new 
psychology tecame very  limited in scope 



and complete1 materialistic and mech- 
anistic in outgok. 

Experimental  Viewpoints 
The narrowly orthodox  psychologist 

toda has access to a  vast  body of sci- 
enti T 1c literature based on  innumerable 
experiments performed as nearly  as 
possible in conformity to objective sci- 
entific methodology.  A study of this lit- 
erature reveals very  few  fundamental 
principles and leads to no comprehen- 
sive, unif ’ng theories of mind  and 
human be r amor. Innumerable manifes- 
tations of behavior particulars  have 
been  noted, but  the systems which  have 
been  evolved to make  them  understand- 
able in relation  to  other  particulars  have 
been limited b the necessity of ex- 
plaining e v e q L g  about man on a 
purely  materialistic basis. 

Orthodox science considers man  to be 
a  “mass of protoplasm.” This proto- 
plasm has needs.  Drives  have  evolved 
to  motivate the organism to fulfill these 
needs. The physical senses  convey im- 
pressions to the  brain which are regis- 
tered. These  impressions can be 
combined into  new  thouehts  and im- 
ages, and new  ways devlsed to reach 
eoals and satisfy needs; this is think- 
mg  and  learning. All the  attributes of 
man, such as emotions,  consciousness, 
instinct, and will, are considered to be 
chemically engendered. The body is a 
complicated  chemical  compound which 
has reached  a state of equilibrium. Any 
interference  with  this chemical balance 
sets into motion  automatic  chemical re- 
actions which will restore the previous 
equilibrium. This theory, to the ortho- 
dox scientist, makes it unnecessary to 

ostulate a form of immanent,  intangi- 
h e  Intelligence to account for the in- 
numerable  involuntary  and seemingly 
unconscious  bodily  processes which are 
continually going on, and which man 
cannot  direct by his own conscious  vo- 
lition. The ostulation that  “man  is a 
mass of neeiy rotoplasm” is still the 
keynote  to mo B ern psycholo . 

However, the expenmenta p” study of 
psychology is slowly but  surely  leadin 
to  the necessity of considering many o? 
the “speculative”  considerations of phi- 
loso hy  and mysticism. The really  great 
thir%ers among scientific psychologists 
are  admitting  that  they  must  have  new 
ideas for their approaches to further 
psychological  experimentation, and  that 

often these  come from  the tenets of 
philosophical  sychology, or from sud- 
den flashes opinsight  and inspiration. 
Similarly,  great scientists who  have 
spent  months or years  tryink  to  explain 
an observed fact, or a group of facts, 
have  suddenly  found the complete solu- 
tion  to the roblem. And  the  truly 
great  men W ~ C I  have such insights do 
not claim them as a demonstration of 
the power of their  individual  brain, but 
as a demonstration of an Intelligence 
greater than  their own, inspiring  them 
with needed  wisdom. Without  such sub 
jective ince  tion of knowledge,  science 
would  not f e  as advanced as it is.  By 
relying entire1 on objectively  perceived 
facts and in&ced principles, science 
would  soon run out of new ideas. 
Therefore, it must  rely on  philosophy 
for ideas, and on itself for methodology. 
Science and philosophy must go hand 
in hand. 

Although I feel that sychology is 
now  definitely moving P rom extreme 
materialism  to a balance between pure 
science and philoso hy,  this trend  is 
vigorous1  opposed  y  orthodox scien- 
tific psyciologists who de lore the work 
of those who go beyonf defined  bor- 
ders  to “speculate on the unknown.” 

ClinicaZ Observation8 
Scientific, philosophical, and meta- 

physical principles  can  be utilized in 
conjunction with orthodox  psychologi- 
cal  theory and practice. This analysis 
presents the viewpoint  of  a clinical psy- 
chologist, who is also a  Rosicrucian stu- 
dent, working with  adult males in a 
penal-reform  institution. 

Clinical Psychology is that  branch 
which applies scientific principles to an 
intensive  study of the assets and liabili- 
ties of an indwidual, the purpose  being 
that of aiding  the individual’s readjust- 
ment, or of furthering  his wholesome 
development.  Tests and measures are 
used as helpful tools in gathering  data, 
but  much of the benefit comes from 
the ractical experience of the clinical 

The  last  part of this statement is 
a clear recognition by ps  chology that 
the diagnosis of ersonaGty, and  the 
changing of unhearthy  mental  attitudes 
and negative  rocesses of thinking 

and not yet a  science.  Each  person 
must be  studied as an individual,  and 
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psyc R ologist. 

through psychot R erapy, is still an art, 



treatment makes  progress according to clearly between  personality  and char- 
the therapist’s objective and subjective acter. He looks  upon personality as an 
im ressions  of the patient’s thoughts, attribute of the soul and  not of the 
feetngs,  and attitudes. body, although it functions  through the 

The Rosicrucian  and the orthodox  body. Personality  is an immaterial 
ps  chologist  use largely the same vo- entity  which unconscious1 influences 
catdary in their description of man.  man in his thinking  and iobg.  
However, they do not  always  apply the However, man does not  always re- 
same  meaning to common terms.  They  veal his true identity in his outward 
also differ in their  fundamental con- 
cept of man. The psycholo ’st consid- is more  a conscious 

being, whereas the Rosicrucian looks and act. 

Soul. may be. The orthodox  psychologist 

ers man to be  a matenay chemical code of 

upon man as a dual being-body and and represents  whatever one’s character 

The Rosicrucian  outlook is as keen, does  recognize  unconscious  influences 
analytical, and scientific as is the or- on  behanor,  but  he does not clearly 
thodox one, However,  because of the distinguish between  the inner  and  the 
depth of perception  and the breadth of outer self, personality  and character. 
consciousness which  denote the mystic, Careful  study of a  person  during the 
the Rosicrucian  sees beyond the mere process  of clinical interviews, reveals 
physical component of man. He has the  character  (or different characters 
awareness of the h a t e r i a l ,   d i n n e  as- for different occasions), and also  gives 
pects and forces in  the universe as well an insi ht into the man’s true self, or 
as of the mortal,  material aspects. personaky.  This is especially important 
Throu  h his instructions and .medita- in dealing with criminals, who bevita- 
tions, [is experiences and in?ib?nS, he bly  present the best  possible character 
comes to know the  true  relaQonshp  and during an interview. Since the re- 
functions of these various forces in man. scription for  treatment in psycho tE er- 

When we have  firmly established the apy, just as in any form of therapy, 
thought that we are a part of the Cos- depends  on the diagnosis, it is  impor- 
mic Consciousness and  not individual- tant  that  the  real cause of deviant be- 
ized entities, we gradually  act  and  think havior  is discovered. 
accordingly. We have  a realization that In dealing with social maladjustment 
within  each of US is the same  divine and  behavior deviation, responsibility 
essence, the same soul and God, but should  be located. Modern penology 

not the same objective thinkin~i, This, 
and sociology tend to place the blame 

ideall is  the  attitude  the PSYC ologist for  crime and delinquency,  and  for 
shoulphave toward hls sub~ect,  no mat- mental illness, on  parents  and  on so- 
ter  what  the social standing, education, ciety. This fails to take  into considera- 
moral values, physical  appearance,  ma- tion two  important factors: the law of 
terial  wealth,  or  kind of personality or Karma or Compensation, and  the crea- 
emotional  maladjustment. tive and directive ower of man’s Mind. 

While  the psychologist  does  use  sci- Any experience wLch entails suffering, 
entific and objective tests and  measure- whether of a  physical or a psychologi- 
menb to assess personality  development cal nature,  is an indication of inhar- 
and  to seek  those personality liabilities mony or lack of attunement. If a 
which  must be  overcome, and  the assets erson violates a  natural or spiritual 
which  can be  develo  ed, the Rosicru- raw, he  must suffer the consequences, 
cian realizes that suc K measures  appl and  he will suffer until  he has  learned 
chiefly to  the outer self, and do not J a lesson which will place him in  at- 
ways reveal the  real self. The Rosicru- tunement  with  that  law. If he  is ca- 
cian seeks to discover WHY a erson able of realizing this law,  he  is then 

The behaves  as he does, and  he see[, the geld  personally responsible for running 
~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~  reasons not  only in the person’s physical, counter to  it.  His  parents  and society 

emotional,  and intellectual development, ma also  be held  accountable  for  not 
and in his  social and  environmental maling him aware of the law, but  the 

March influences but also in his spiritual man himse!f must !earn a lesson and 
1955 or soul development. He distinguishes thus grow in expenence. 
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Psychotherapy  can be effective only 
if the  patient desires help. The prison 
inmate  who does not consider  himself 
responsible for his crime does not d e  
sire self-understandin . The  man who 
does  accept  responsib&ty for his actions 
asks for  help in his adjusting to  society 
and  to life. He  can be  helped, within 
the limits of his present ersonality de- 
velopment, to understanfthe needs and 
im ulses which  motivate his actions, ani to learn  to direct these so that  he 
is no  longer  a slave  to them. The nega- 
tive and destructive quality of some of 
his attitudes and beliefs are pointed  out 
to him. Also, the positive  aspects or 
assets of his personality  and his unde- 
veloped potentials are revealed to  him 
along  with  helpful suggestions for d e  
veloping these unknown talents. 

The  man  who has been in and  out 
of jails numerous  times over a period 
of several years  has failed to adjust to 
his society-and usually also  to his job, 
his marriage, and in other areas of his 
life. The criminal  must be shown the 
purpose in our having life and con- 
sc1ousness. There is a  reason for  our 
being  a soul and having  a body through 
which the soul manifests. One’s duty 
is to fulfill this  purpose to the best 
of his individual abdity and  under- 
standing. 

Ideals a s  Examples 

The sychologist, to be effective in 
psychotEerapy  with the criminal, (or 
any ?;P”. of yt ient  whose problem 
1s pre  ominant  y in  the emobonal  or 

’ psychic area of ersonality) must f i s t  
“put his own gouse in order.” He 
must  have  a deep insight into his own 
ego or personality, an understanding of 
the world in which  he lives, a realiza- 
tion of his obligations to his fellow  men 
and to society, an awareness of his de- 
pendence  on  nature,  and an intelligent, 
healthful  interpretation of his moral 
impulses.  Only by reference to his own 
experiences  can the psychologist, or 
anyone  who seeks to be of service to 
humanity,  understand the problems of 
another  and  help him with  them. The 
clinical psychologist  should  be a  person 
who has  attained  a  high level of con- 
sciousness so that he will be  wise in 
his counseling, tolerant in his attitude, 
and deep in his sympathy  and  under- 

standin  He  must be able to put him- 
self in t i s  patient’s osition and  think 
and feel as he does, P or the  time being. 
This applies no  matter how primitive 
the personality  or level of conscious- 
ness of the patient. 

The criminal is generally considered 
to be an evil character, and  there  are 
evil characters among  them  without  a 
doubt.  However, this  type indicates a 
lack of understanding  or spiritual de- 
velopment. An ignorant  mind  naturally 
sinks into evil. The primitive  person- 
ality is a  very distorted reflection of 
the soul within, and  is closer to the 
nature of the  material body than of the 
divine aspect of mind. It 1s natural  for 
such  a  one to adopt an ideal to  emu- 
late  which is of the  ne ative or  worldly 
side of man,  and to f% into the habit 

according to this ideal. T%us this type 
of unconsciously thinkin  and  acting 

of person has an unconscious tendency 
toward avarice, self-aggrandizement, 
sensuality, desire for power, and intol- 
erance. He should have pity, attunement 
and direction, rather  than censure  and 
punishment. 

We can, and should, help  such peo- 
ple when they will allow us-that  is, 
when  they desire to change and  are 
ready to accept help  and advice. In 
helping these primitive personalities, 
another  important principle must be 
applied: the  must be  assisted to direct 
their  natura Y tendencies  and  primitive 
impulses, rather  than ‘ust control them. 
Sup ressing the bad does not eliminate 
it; tfevelopm the good is  the ositive 
way to attacf evil-let the goof crowd 
out the evil. 

Most crimes are  the result of releas- 
ing emotions for  the satisfaction of 
appetites and desires in socially un- 
acceptable ways. The appetites and 
emotions are  natural  to man, but his 
interpretation of them  can become un- 
natural.  Man  can  learn  and devise a 
variety of methods  for  obtaining satis- 
faction of his  needs which may be un- 
natural. He can also devise derivative 
needs which are perversions of the  nat- 
ural function. The method of cor- 
rection, then, is not  the control or 
prevention of natural expression, but 
the direction of these  into natural or 
socially acceptable  channels. 
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During  the process of ps chotherapy 
the  man  is helped to unierstand his 
needs and drives and  their impelling 
urges. His unconscious  motivations are 
brought closer to consciousness so that 
he  can  voluntarily direct them, and  he 
is advised as  to  the manner in which 
he should direct them. If the criminal 
has  faith in his counselor, and  a strong 
desire to reform his o w n  way of life, 
he will put  into  ractice  the advice 
and su estions he !I as been  given. In 
time, if%e keeps on directing  his im- 
ulses into acceptable channels, this will 

gecome a habit. 
The psycholo ‘st hopes that through 

the condition ofLCrapport,” or attune- 
ment, which  develops  between  himself 
and his patient  during  psychotherapy, 
the  patient will be ins  ired to follow 
his counsel and  examp P e. It is  hoped 
that  the criminal  with the low charac- 
ter ideal  will  find  a  higher  ideal in 
his  therapist. If the positive identifi- 
cation of the  inmate  with  the psychol- 
ogist is strong, it will persist even  after 
the  inmate is discharged from prison; 
and  he will  continue to strive  to attain 
the character ideal he  has adopted. In 
time the thoughts and acts tending to- 
ward  this ideal, if continued,  become 
habitual,  and the personality and level 
of consciousness will also be evolved 
and raised. This, however,  takes many 
years of patient effort. 

There  is  no short cut  or easy  way 
toward personality  development or spir- 
itual evolution. A radical  change  can 
occur in the outer self or  character in 
a matter of minutes, but  the  inner per- 
sonality evolves  slowly and shows lit- 
tle  change even  over a period of years. 
The change of heart in the occasional 

gut it is only the first  step in reform 
rison inmate is an encouraging sign, 

The old habits must  still be  replaced 
by  new  and more  constructive  ones. 
A quick and  lastin  change  can occur 
only in a person w % o in  the past had 
attained  a  relatively  high personality 
development and level of conscious- 
ness. In  such  cases the character  or 
ideal of  self is of a  much lower nature The than  the actual  personality develop- 

Rosicrucian ment. Such  persons can be quickly 
Digest helped to regain their  former  high level 
March of functioning. This type, however, is 
1955 rarely encountered in a prison setting. 
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THE MOUSE 
By EDIA WAELIN, M. A., P. R. C. 

Librarian, Rosicrucian  Research Library 
The mouse has been  associated with  the 

ancient Mysteries as a symbol of the “ex- 
ternal soul.” A legend states that  during 
sleep, or at transition, the soul emerges from 
the body in  the form of a mouse. 

Horus, the God of Light;  it then became a 
The Egyptians dedicated the mouse to 

custom at Thebes  to place mummified mice 
in the tombs. Pliny relates that these mice 
had hair  like  the hedgehog and walked on 
two feet. In Greece and Rome mice were 
kept in  the temples sacred to the gods. Apol- 
lo, the sun-god, was therefore called Mouse 
God. He was depicted as holding a mouse 
or with one at his feet. 

become legendary. Herodotus retells a tale 
Helpful deeds performed by mice have 

he heard in Egypt, that mice had once 
saved that  country from invasion by maw- 
ing the bowstrin s of Sennacherib’s soldiers. 
In Etruria, amuyets shaped like mice were 
worn for good luck. 

Fairy  lore relates  that,  to protect h a  

cloak of mice skins, known as her “cloak of 
finery  while at  home, Cinderella wore a 

humility.” On the  fateful  night when leav. 
ing  the King’s ball  after  the midnight hour 
had struck, she found that  her coach  had 
become a  pumpkin and her beautiful steeds 
had changed to mice. 

All races have superstitions associated 
with mice. The most curious one comes 

human speech. 
from Siberia. It states that mice understand 



By JOHAN FRANCO, F. R. C. 

ELI Now is m y  Saviour allegorical, the symbolical, and  the  real- 

feloved gone, 0 thou Most ancient seems to be the allegori- 
fairest among women? cal Jewish one of the Kin hypothesis, 

Thus  start  the  contral- the Son of Songs being a Y ove  song  be- 
to solo and  the chorus, tween Ahwe  and  the people of Israel. 
the second art of J. S. This thought,  accepted by  the  early 
Bach’s St. d t t h e w ’ s  h -  Christians, becomes the love  between 
sion, and  few professional Christ and  the Church,  Christ and  the 

musicians even suspect that this is a Soul, the  Divine Logos and  the Soul. In  
direct quotation from The Song of this sense we  must  interpret  the use 
Songs, which is Solomon’s. The realiza- of the  fragment of the Song of Songs 
tion of this  unsus ected and  startling in  the opening bars of the second part 
fact precipitated J e  Dutch composer- of Bach’s St. Matthew’s Passion. The 
scholar, Bertus Van Lier, into a two- Shepherd  hypothesis  did not  appear 
years’ search for  the  true  meaning of until 1662 when  the Song of Songs was 
the Song o Songs, leadinp not only  to made  into a regular pastorale where 
a  complete f y new analysis and expla- the Shepherd  moves in  and  out of Solo- 
nation of the  text  but also to the mon’s palace  enclosures as if that were 
composition of an Oratorio, which I un- the most natural  thing in the world. 
hesitatingly consider  among the most In  other words,  a realistic concep- 
valuable and inspired  pieces of musical tion of the Shepherd hypothesis  took 
creation in our .times. Once to my ex- hold althou h there  was sometimes 
treme gratificaQon, my travels  led me evidence of P eaning  toward symbolism 
to  attend a lecture on the text, bY the also. The general idea then was that 
untiring composer Van  Lier himself, true love cannot be  conquered by force 
and  an integral performance  of the or luxury.  Even Goethe, and especially 
Oratorio  under  his personal able d i m -  Herder,  were proclaimers of a realistic 
tion, in the  “New South Church” at view of the Song of Songs. However, 
Rotterdam, The Netherlands. they u held  the  Fragments hypothesis 

Van Lier in his search  and. reflectipn which  genies all  dramatic unity to Solo- 
brought forth certam conclusions whde mon’s Song. 
distillin the  true meaning Of the poetic Although  Bertus Van Lier person- 
lines wkch did  not  seem to hang to- ally Seems to  adhere  mainly to  the 
gether consistently. No Book  of the Old  Shepherd  hypothesis, he  has given it a 
Testament  has been interpreted SO fre- mystical-religious sipficance  by S m -  

UentlY Or SO differently  as  this Very bolic means  which  ad  not previously 
30% Of Songs. Berns Van  Pre- been attempted.  His version  achieves 
sented the Songs in two lntenningled a true “m stical union,” the union be- 
groups of three: tween Gogand  the  human Soul, which 

(1) ?e f i g  hypothBis.which makes it a seems to be the most  acceptable  one yet 
his beloved  bride, the Skulamite. 
halome between  Kin Solomon and contrived. 

three  dramatis  personae in it, the Shula- forces’’ an 1 appears  as a vision Ody 
mite-shepherdess,  the  Shepherd, and the perceived and understood by  the Shula- 
King who forces her to lun* mite,  who represents the Soul of Man, 

(3) The FraPenB hpthesis which as was already suggested bx the ancient 
the  dramatic unity altogether  and clams it is a collection ,,f love  and  wed&,g scholar  Origenes. This entr6e  ma- 
songs,  unrelated  and  of varying an- gique” is the essence of Van Lier’s  con- 
tiquity. ception. The Kin , who  captures  the 

The other  three  interpretations  which Shulamite-shepherfess and  marries  her, 
intermingle with the above are  the is powerless against it. The Shulamite 
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one. Whither is thy istic exegesis. 

(2) The Shepherd  hypothesis which sees The She herd  stands for  the ‘‘divine 



keeps  on dreaming of her Divine lover 
and so the meaning of the Song of Songs 
becomes the longin of the earth-bound 
Soul, for  the Lanf of her ori  ’n, the 
Land of the Shepherd, the  Zavenly 
Forces. 

In this  form Solomon’s Song sings 
the  ability of the Soul to  hear  the 
Heavenly Voice, to  actually see the 
Heavenly Beloved, to unite  with Him 
and to be liberated in spite of earthly 
captivity, by  her unrelenting faith  and 
ecstatic dedication. 

The King always sings the  material; 
the Shepherd and  the Shulamite sing 
the mystical side of things. The  name 
Solomon means  literally ‘to make peace 
by  payment  (salaam) ” and  thus  it 
means  Prince of Peace. The word 
Shulamite, which is mentioned in the 
text  only twice and  then closely to- 
gether, means one who makes a  worldly 
pact, is  for sale, is in peace, and  is not 
really  a name  at all-as the bride of 
Solomon is called “the”  Shulamite. The 
word is closely related to  the word 
Solomon itself, and in  the  way  it is used 
seems  almost  derogatory. 

The thorou h  study of his subject 
and  all availab gl e  literature  and sources 
convinced  Bertus Van  Lier  that  the 
Bible text which  customarily is printed 
in eight cha ters falls into fourteen di- 
visions or  fongs which again divide 
into two equal  parts of seven mathe- 
matically-matching Songs. I may point 
out  here  that  the original Hebrew  text 
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is entirely undivided and does  not  give 
a hint as  to  its construction. The Bible 
division in eight chapters  is  arbitrary 
and totally  unwarranted. 

All this  clearly established, the com- 
oser  began  work  on the com osition 

!y undertaking  the novel  task oFsetting 
simultaneous1 the English  text and  the 
Dutch equivarent to music, using two 
rhythmically  different  texts  for  which 
he wrote the vocal parts  on  separate 
systems in the score, still  fitting the 
over-all harmonic  and  instrumental 
structure. 

There  are  three vocal  soloists, the 
Shulamite, soprano; the She  herd,  ten- 
or; the King,  bass; a  chamger  chorus 
and a  chamber orchestra of fourteen 
solo instruments. 

Although Bertus Van  Lier is primari- 
ly a composer, it is curious to note that 
he did not  originally plan  to compose 
the Son of Songs when his profound 
stud o f  Bach’s St. Matthew’s  Passion 
led into  the exegesis of the Song 
of Songs. Not until  during  the  latter 
part of his  textual  examinations  do 
musical  ideas  be to appear. The 
actual process of trcomposition of the 
Oratorio may be measured in months, 
whereas the preliminary  literary  re- 
search absorbed several  years of un- 
abated effort. 

The first  performance took  place on 
July 12, 1948, in  the hallowed  “Old 
Church” in Amsterdam.  Queen Juliana 
and  her Consort were  present at this oc- 
casion. It was  soon repeated in the 
better  suited acoustically “Concertge- 
bouw,” and  in various other places, in 
both the  Dutch  and  English versions. 

Concerning the music itself there  is 
much  which  draws  attention. The me- 
lodic flow comes naturally throughout 
the whole  score. The  earlier music of 
Van  Lier  was  very complicated  con- 
trapuntally  and therefore  highly con- 
troversial, which seems a long way off 
when  one  hears  this  simple score. It 
still does not  resort  to the  pure  but 
bare neoclassicism of Erik  Satie’s 
Socrate, or  to  the  orchestral opulence 
of Honegger’s King David. 

Here  is a truly mystical  oratorio 
wrought with contemporary  but almost 
ascetic means and overflowing with 
eternal musical verities, tense mth lyr- 



ical and  dramatic  impact  without  the 
use of the more obvious and  theatrical 
expression. Even  the  dance of the 
Shulamite is not dance music in the 
worldly sense. It is an ecstatic piece 
of music  which does not  require visual 
means of re-enforcement to sweep the 
listener off his feet. 

Van  Lier  was  born in Utrecht, T h e  
Netherlands,  September I O ,  1906, and 
had  a classical education before he 
studied composition privately with  the 
late  Willem Pijer, under whose tutela e 
young composers retained their in&- 

vidual characteristics and style. 
Among Bertus  Van Lier’s major 

compositions are  three Symphonies, a 
cello  concerto, a bassoon  concerto, a 
dramatic  musical setting of the Sopho- 
cles drama Aim in a curious metric 
Dutch  translation of his own inven- 
tion, allowing the music to  be fitting 
to both the Greek  and  Dutch texts. As 
far as I know none of his compositions 
have as yet  been  introduced  on this 
side of the Atlantic, and thus far un- 
fortunately  none  are commercially 
recorded. 

ROSICRUCIAN RALLIES IN MARCH AND APRIL 
All Rosicrucian members who live in localities where it is convenient are invited to 

attend one of the following spring Rosicrucian rallies. In each city where Rosicrucian 
rallies will be  held, a program has been arranged  that  will  include demonstrations, 
initiations, convocations, and special lectures that  will be of interest  to every member. 
All active members are urged and eligible to  attend these rallies. 
TUCSON, 

ARIZONA: 

DALLAS, 
TEXAS: 

CHICAGO, 
ILLINOIS: 

PITTSBURGH, 
PENNSYLVANIA: 

BALTIMORE, 
MARYLAND: 

The  annual Arizona Rally will be held in Tucson on 
Saturday,  March 5, at  “The Lighthouse in the Desert,” 
3706 East 5th Street. The  Grand Secretary, Frater  Har- 
vey Miles, will be the  featured speaker at  this  rally. 
For  further information write  to  Thomas J. Croaff, Jr., 
208 W. Jefferson Street, Phoenix, Arizona. 
The Texas Rally will be held in Dallas on Sunday, 
March 13, at 1921% Greenville Avenue. The  Grand 
Secretary, Frater  Harvey Miles, will be a speaker at 
the Texas Rally. For further  information  write to Miss 
Daphne A. Jannopoulo, 4127 Hyer Street, Dallas, Texas. 
The  Fourteenth  Annual Midwestern Rally will be held 
in Chicago for three days, April 1 to 3. This  rally will 
be  sponsored by  the  Nefertiti Lodge, 2539 N. Kedzie 
Avenue, Chicago. The Grand Master,  Frater Rodman R. 
Clayson, will be a featured speaker. For  further informa- 
tion write  to  Rally Secretary at  the above address. 
The  annual  rally sponsored by the  First Pennsylvania 
Lodge wi l l  be held in Pittsburgh on April 9 and IO, at 
615 W. Diamond Street, North Side, Pittsburgh 12. The 
Grand Master, Frater Rodman R. Clayson, will be the 
principal speaker. Further  information can be obtained 
from  the  Rally Chairman, Miss Lydia F. Wilkes, 7520 
Penn Avenue, Pittsburgh 8, Pennsylvania. 
A Spring Conference will be held by  the John O’Donnell 
Lodge at 301 W. Redwood Street, Baltimore 1, Maryland, 
on April 16 and 17. The Grand Master,  Frater Rodman 
R. Clayson, will be the speaker. For  further information 
write to the Lodge Secretary at  the above address. 



The “Cathedral of the Soul” is  a Cosmic meeting place for  all minds of the 
most highly developed and spiritually advanced members and workers of the 
Rosicrucian fraternity. It is the focal point of Cosmic radiations and thought 
waves from which radiate vibrations of health, peace, happiness, and inner 
awakening. Various periods of the  day  are set aside when many thousands 
of minds are  attuned  with  the  Cathedral of the Soul, and others attuning  with 
the Cathedral at  the  time will receive the benefit of the vibrations. Those who 
are not members of the organization may  share  in  the  unusual benefits as well 
as those  who are members. The book called Liber 777 describes the periods 
for various contacts with  the Cathedral. Copies will be sent  to persons who 
are not members if they address their requests for  this book to Scribe S. P. C., 
care of  AMORC Temple, San Jose, California, enclosing three cents in postage 
stamps. (Please  state  whether  member or not-this is important.) 

THE MARK OF PERFECTION 
By CECIL A. POOLE, Supreme Secretary 

HE seeking of perfection possible, end  to  attain. It is  something 
is an attempt of life  to that is seldom  achieved by  the living 
adjust itself to environ- organism, but with the  attainment of a 
ment.  Every  living thin degree of perfection, one usually  gains 
directs its effort towar! a  point of view  or an  insight that 
erfection. Even a  tree causes the  ultimate perfection to be 

Forms its  symmetrical de- further removed than it seemed to be 
sign in accordance with when one  began his attempt to  attain it. 
the  nature of the species There  is a certain  pleasure in  the 

of which it is a  part. The study of ani- study of exact sciences that appeals to 
mals reveals that  many of them too the  mind of many people  because of the 
direct their efforts toward perfection. possibility to  arrive at absolute perfec- 
Many birds build their nests with cer- tion. In mathematics, for example, at 

The tain degrees of accuracy in construc- least in its  more simple  forms, a 
The history of animals gives lem  has  only one  answer. The  proEzL 

EZdents of their  attempts to adequate- will come out expressed in numerals  or 
Digest ly adjust themselves to situations that letters in such  manner  that is complete 
March confront  them. and adequate. This perfection cannot 
1955 Perfection  is  a difficult, if not an im- be found  throughout all  the functions 
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of life because life as  a whole  does not 
function on  the basis of mathematical 
accuracy. It is somewhat  simple to d e  
termine  the  exact  answer to a  mathe- 
matical problem. There  can be but one, 
and  its correctness or perfection can be 
proved in one way  or another. 

To prove erfection in various mat- 
ters  is dif€icuyt because different stand- 
ards exist, depending  upon the individ- 
ual’s outlook.  Some  people are satisfied 
with conditions that to others would fall 
far short of perfection. You have seen 
individuals who are  neat in their ap- 
pearance and  neat  in  the care of all 
material  things  which  they have, even 
to the  arrangement of their desks, of 
their rooms, or of their  private belong- 
ings. These individuals are  attempting 
to  live in  an orderly way. They  are 
unconsciously patterning behavior after 
the  apparent orderliness of the  mani- 
festation of Cosmic and  universal laws. 

We know that things  happen with- 
out  apparent explanation, insofar  as the 

is  concernex  but fundamentally the 
human abili to explain a phenomenon 

pattern of nature is orderly. The move- 
ment of the earth, and  the  resulting 
seasons,  days, and nights that  are  our 
observation of that movement  follow a 
se uence of attern  that is systematic 
an 8 more or P ess exact. Who is to say, 
however, whether  or  not this pattern is 
perfect? There must be perfection that 
exists be  ond the scope of the manifes- 
tations o f  physical  laws withjn a physi- 
cal world. 

When  it comes to  a necessity of 
gauging human perfection, we are even 
more  perplexed at the  standards  we 
should  use. There have  been few peo- 
ple, other than those  who are grossly 
conceited, who would  claim to  be per- 
fect. In fact, it is doubtful that a  hu- 
man being has  ever lived who at some 
time or  other did not  make an  error 
and  thereby failed to attain erfection. 
But  is this  standard of pe d ection an 
ideal one?  Should  perfection  be  looked 
upon  as  a  form of behavior that exceeds 
our own ability  to define?  By that I 
mean, how can we set u a  standard 
of perfection we ourselves i o  not under- 
stand? How can we  decide whether an 
individual, in his general  behavior, in 
his character  and  attitude, is perfect if 
we  do not  know or do not have  a  norm 
to serve as  a basis of human perfection? 

It mi  ht be, therefore,  to  our  advan- 
tage to f ower our concept  of  perfection 
to  a level so that we  might  understand 
it in terms of the world and  the situa- 
tion in which  we live. In  the first 

ace, we will concede, as  we  already 
ave, that absolute  perfection is unat- 

tainable, insofar  as we uphold it as an 
ideal. What we can attain is the  proper 
direction toward that perfection. The 
mark of perfection upon  the  part of 
man is, therefore,  his  ability or his  sin- 
cere  attempt to direct himself toward 
attaining those ends that will  utilize the 
capacit inherent  within him. There 
are  inthiduals who  waste  their  time 
and  their whole life. They do not di- 
rect themselves  constructively toward 
the  utilization of the forces that exist 
about them,  or  even  to  the  utilization 
of the potentialities that exist in their 
mind  and body. These  individuals go 
even further in falling  short of using 
those qualities that  are not  evident in 
an objective sense but which lie buried 
within  the  inner consciousness of the 
inner self, or, we  might say, the quali- 
ties which are  attributes of the soul. 
That these forces exist, that individuals 
as intelligent  human beings  have cer- 
tain capacities within  their being, no 
one can  deny. To take  fair  appraisal 
of our abilities, of those traits with 
which  we are endowed, and  to use them 
to the best of our ability, if not the 
mark of perfection, is the  mark toward 
perfection of the  human being. 

The willin ess to  familiarize our- 
selves with a r w e  can in the field of 
howled e, and to use our own abili- 
ties, is b e  correct attitude of the  hu- 
man being. Man  may not gain what 
he believes  is perfection, but he will 
see  beyond him a field of perfection 
that did not even exist within  his pre- 
vlous concept.  Consequently, the  hu- 
man race as  a  group of livlng  entities 
consists of individuals experiencing a 
certain school of thought  and action 
that  is directing  them  onward toward 
an  era  and  toward  a  time  and place 
where perfection can  be understood in 
terms  better than we  can today. Per- 
fection lies, therefore, not in the mas- 
tery of the physical  world,  not in  the 
accumulation of many facts that com- 
pose the  human  accumulation of knowl- 
edge, but in the  ability of the  individual 
to realize that  the  ideal of perfection 
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exists in a world  beyond the one  where 
we function now. 

Such an ideal of perfection is a  part 
of the  Infinite  and is a part of some- 
thing  that supersedes or  transcends  the 
best of which we can conceive at this 
particular  time  and place. Toward this 
attainment, we must  always direct our- 
selves,  because the universe, as well as 
all the laws that operate  within  it, 
moves in a s stematic form;  and, if we 
will not wor l  with the forces that exist 
around us, we will be  tossed about until 
we are brought back into  that  stream 
-and eventually our only choice will 
be in that direction. So the faster we 
utilize our intelligence to become fa- 
miliar  with these forces, the more 
completely satisfactory will be our ad- 

justment to the  life of which  we are 
a  part.  And as we adjust, we gain  a 
new  horizon, we  look  beyond the  trends 
and difficulties of the moment  toward 
a vaster  horizon,  a vaster scope of ex- 
perience  and howled e. The new per- 
spective will lead us cfoser to  that state 
which  we seek, that of happiness,  and 
in turn a realization of perfection in 
knowing that we are a part of an in- 
finite scheme. The extent of the In& 
nite is like a  jigsaw  puzzle of which 
we can  now see only  a  few parts. The 
Infinite will eventually be revealed to 
us as being  a complete picture  that 
carries a  meaning, and  that also con- 
tains  the answer to the questions we 
have  always asked in life. 

u n o  

How to Figure an Eclipse 
OST people never try. If 
they're interested, they 
can look the  matter  up 
in an almanac; if they're 
not, they  can  let  the 
whole thing go until  the 
'newspapers  make it 
known. 
Nevertheless, there  are 

people who  have  made it  their business 
to gather  data  on such matters  and pre- 
pare tables of the times when eclipses 
occur. An eclipse of the  sun  is caused 
by the moon's  passin between the  sun 
and  the  earth,  thus  b ei ocking off a  part 
of the sun's light. An eclipse of the 
moon, on the other hand,  is caused 
when the moon enters the earth's 
shadow  as it is cast by the sun. 

To know only  the cause of an eclipse 
is not  enough. To say  when it will 
occur, one  must know when  and how 
often the conditions are present that 
make an eclipse  possible. If, for in- 
stance, the moon's orbit were in the 
ecliptic or  path of the sun-that is, if 
the sun, moon, and earth  were revolv- 

The ing  in  the same plane-then twice  dur- Rosicruchn ing each eriod of twenty-eight  days 
we should K ave eclipses-one of the  sun Digest 

March 
and  one of the moon. 

1955 
The moon's orbit is inclined at  an  an- 

gle of some 5' 9' to the ecliptic. This 
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means that  rarely does the center of 
the moon  pass directly through the  line 
of light  which the  sun casts on  the 
earth.  Ordinarily it will pass over or 
under.  There  are  two points where  the 
moon's orbit cuts throu h the ecliptic. 
These are  the nodes, and  for an eclipse 
to OCCUT, the moon must be near  one of 
these nodes. 
Thus to figure when an eclipse will 

occur, one  must first determine  the 
times of the  new  and  full moon. Then 
the positions of the moon in its  orbit 
at these  times  must be charted. If the 
angular distances from the nodes are 
within certain limits, eclipses are pos- 
sible. 

It must be accepted as reasonable 
that if the sun, moon, and  earth  are 
in such positions at one time as to make 
an eclipse possible, another eclipse will 
be equally possible when the  three of 
them  return  to  the same relative posi- 
tions. Even in Chaldean times,  obser- 
vation of the movements of heavenly 
bodies was sufficiently extensive and 
exact for the Chaldeans to determine 
that  every 18 years  and 11 days an 
eclipse was  due to occur. In  consider- 
ing  the relative periods of revolution 
of the sun and moon, they discovered 
that  after 223 lunations relative posi- 
tions were  returned to. 



Did Man Exist Before Coal? 
By GASTON BURRIDGE 

ODAY’S man knows a  great 
deal. It a  pears that some 
of what K e knows,  isn’t 
so, and that some of what 
he knows  isn’t so, is  true. 
A saying relates, “Truth 
will out.” It doesn’t say 
when. Conclusion fre- 
quently seems to be a 

prejudiced  disregard of at  kpst one of 
the facts. Is it easier to say, es” than 
“why’’? Truth is like a ru 5 y - o n l y  
God and  the experts know whether it 
is genuine-and God doesn’t say! Let’s 
chlp  a  few rubies and look through  the 
rose-colored  glasses. 

As a  starter, from Charles Fort’s Book 
of the  Damned, comes this claret-colored 
splinter. 

Near Bredenstone, England, origi- 
nates an account of the finding of an 
ancient, supposedly  religious, copper 
seal. This seal was the size of a penny. 
It was  found  buried six feet beneath 
the surface of a c M k  bed. Face de- 

kneeling  before  a virgin and child. The 
signs were said to represent a monk 

legend  around  the mar  ‘n was trans- 
lated to read, “St. Jorfkis Monachi 
Spaldingle.” 

But  chalk beds are indications of u - 
lifted sea  bottoms.  Such  beds general P y 
form at least 600 feet under  water. 
They  are remains of tiny shells of 
Foraminifera, a single-celled little sea 
animal. 

The chalk beds of England are sup- 
posed  to have been uplifted long before 
mankind  is  generally accepted as hav- 
ing been present. Of course, chalk is 

soft. It washes faster than denser lime- 
stones.  Possibly, a seal was dropped in 
Roman times. If such  was the case, it 
could have become  covered by  wash- 
ing. Even so, we must  pause for 
thought. 

From W. S. Forest’s, Historical 
Sketches of Norfolk,  Virginia, comes 
t h i s  ruby chip. 

It was  September, 1833. Some  work- 
men  were  digging a water  well  near 
Norfolk. They  had assed the 30-foot 
level. Soon, one of &e  bucket-loads of 
dirt from the hole  brought up some- 
thing looking much  like  a copper or 
bronze coin. This coin was  about the 
size of an English shilling iece. It 
was  oval instead of round. f t  had a 
distinct ‘man-made’ appearance, for the 
embossed fi s were  still  very clear, 
even throu E e  evidences of long  bur- 
ial. One o! these figures represented  a 
warrior or hunter, or some other man 
of arms. The other  characters carried 
indications of being  Roman in origin. 

Anti uarians  have missed this object. 
No exp ’1 anation of it, or for it, seems 
extant. We find it eas to say, of 
course, that one of the wor l men dropped 
this object into  the hole, unseen, 
and was as surprised as  the  next fel- 
low when it was brought up!  But where 
did  he get the coin to drop? ?Thy the 
evidence of long  burial? 

Geologically, 30 feet underground is 
not very deep. Therefore, it is  not  very 
old, nor  has it been there  very long, 
by those standards. But how  did it get 
where it was in the  first  place? Did 
some ancient man have  a hole in his 
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pocket or  purse? By  some yet unknown 
phenomenon,  did the sea brinq  the coin 
to these  shores and  then bury it? Could 
it be a remnant of some antediluvian 
world? If Roman  or  Greek, by  what 
transportation did it reach this Hemi- 
sphere? 

At least, we have  somethine more to 
ponder.  Probably, your guess 1s as good 
as the next fellow’s. 

The date  was  July, 1871. Mr. Jacob 
W. Moffit, of Chillicothe, Illinois, was 
having a  water-well  dug. Its  depth was 
120 feet. The workman  drilling  this 
well  brought to  the  surface  another 
bronze,  or  cop er alloy coin, or figured 
metal disc. Tbs item bore much evi- 
dence of long burial. It also showed 
indications of having known some sort 
of ‘machine’; that is, it  had been 
stamped out-not  beaten out! 

Some men  who  examined  this disc 
carefully believed they  had  found as- 
trological images of Leo and Pisces. 

This object  caused much debate and 
argument among paleontologists, geolo- 

sts, and archaeologists. Some of them 
elt the object  was  Hispano-American 

or French-American in origin. They 
considered it a fake. Others saw noth- 
ing of these beginnings at all. ‘They 
felt it was  somewhere  between the 
Arabic  and  the Phoenician, without be- 
ing either. They considered it genuine. 

Still others believed the figures upon 
this disc were  neither  engraved  nor 
stamped, but  were ‘etched‘ with acid. 
Regardless of how the figures were re- 
produced on the metal, there seemed 
definite indications that one of them 
wore  a ty ical American Indian  feather 
headdress. P 

When  the experts disagree, what  may 
the people  choose? 

8’ 

Undecfphered Messagee 
From the American Journal of Sci- 

ence (1-19-1 36) comes another  brain- 
breaker of rose-colored light. 

The date-November, 1892. The 
place, a marble quarry  near Philadel- 
phia,  Pennsylvania. At a depth some- 

The where between 70 and 80 feet, a large 
~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~  block of marble  had been quarried in 

the  usual  manner. It had been lifted 
to the surface, and upon  being cut one 

March slab was  found to contain  a  geometric 
1955 indentation.  This  indentation measured 
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one and one-half  inches in length and 
about five eighths of an inch in width. 
In this hollow were two raised-letters, 
much  like  the present-day I and U .  
Only the U’s bottom  was  square-cor- 
nered  instead of round-cornered as we 
make  it. 

These figures had  very definite man- 
made, or  at le:st, ‘intelligence-made’ 
characteristics. Chance’ having created 
them is so remote a possibility that  we 
dare  not consider it too greatly. The 
body  stone was made-if we  accept the 
remises of Geolog-almost eons ago. 

%et, here at least 1s evidence that some 
form of intelligence of definite mobile 
qualit  was  present  on  our  earth be- 
fore &e upper body of this  material 
was built. 

Was it done by a ‘prehistoric’ pre- 
historic man native  to  our land?  Was 
it carved by a visitor from  another 
world, here on some sort of an ‘explora- 
tion tri ? Perhaps  he desired to leave 
some to % en of his esteem-like the ini- 
tials carved within a heart  on a  syca- 
more  tree! Does it brin the ‘fable’  of 
Plato’s Atlantis  nearer a  fegend-nearer 
a reality?  Who  can  say? Science 
doesn’t. 

What can  we  say  about  that perfect 
human footprint  found in a Nicaraguan 
quarry,  beneath eleven strata of solid 
rock? What ristine  brother of ours 
trod  those s a n g  of early  Central Amer- 
ica? Was  he alone? What did he look 
like? Where  was he going-or where 
had  he come from?  What was he do- 
ing  there? A hundred questions bub- 
ble into  mind  at this knowledge.  Yet, 
the  footprint is of record-and its mys- 
tery  continues unsolved. 

One of the reddest of all  the  ruby 
flakes to  make us ponder and wonder- 
put us throu h all sorts of mental gym- 
nastics-is 8, one  appearing in  the 
Scientific American, for September I O ,  
1910. The by-line is that of Charles 
F. Holder. Mr. Holder  relates an inci- 
dent of a huge stone, resembling  a 
meteorite, having  fallen  from  the  sky 
into  the Valley of the Yaqui  River, 
Old Mexico. 

This stone measured eight feet across! 
It was  brown in color,  appeared to be 
of some unknown,  but igneous  rock. 
One face  was  sheared at  an angle of 
about 45 degrees. Upon  this  face  was 



a set of deep-cut symbols.  Some of 
these symbols resembled  those of early 
Mayan writing. 

One symbol was a circle within  a 
circle. Another,  much  the  same as our 
6. There  were ‘double  scrolls,’ also ar- 
rangements of dots and bars, or dashes. 
Photographs of this stone, with its mark- 
ings, are reported to have been  sub- 
mitted to the Field  Museum, and to the 
Smithsonian Institution, for identifica- 
tion-and  possible deciphering. Neither 
institution could-or cared to-make 
anything  out of it. 

One can do  as he chooses about be- 
lieving that this stone fell from  the 
sky -o r  off a  mountaintop.  All  we 
know is that  man of the older natives 
of this Valley s a i l  they saw it fall. In 
any event, it appears to have  remained 
undeciphered to this day  by  either of 
those  two  large institutions well  
equipped  with scholars familiar with 
all languages  and wri t ings of Old Mexi- 
co for  many decades. 

It seems that  the symbols are  far too 
regularly  cut to have been made by 
natural processes. So, again, we are 
left to mull this matter over and over, 
to extract from  it  what we can  or  what 
we will. 

Brrled CialUzaUoa 

Coal,  we have  repeatedly  been told, 
is  the  result of the Carboniferous Epoch. 
It flowered and sank, and was  covered 
many thousands of years before earliest 
ancestors of mankind are supposed  to 
have evolved  upon this planet. This 
old  globe is  reported to have gone 
through some mighty,  and serious,  con- 
vulsions after coal’s beginnings  were 
laid down. Therefore, any attempt  now 
to associate present  mankind  with times 
before the coal-making era  is  generally 
taboo. 

But  events seem destined to upset 
these placid conclusions. For, from Scot- 
land, comes a record of an iron  in- 
strument-wedge-shaped-embedded in 
coal! 

This relic was found in  the  heart of 
a large lump of coal. The  lump itself 
was taken  from a depth of seven feet be- 
neath  the surface. The relic was  discov- 
ered  when the  lump was accidentally 
broken  open on the surface of the mine. 
Examination of this mine  revealed  no 

indication that this de osit had been 
previously worked. Tgerefore,  there 
was  no  reason to feel that this instru- 
ment or tool had  been  driven  into the 
coal and forgotten. No, this iron wedge 
lay completely surrounded by the coal. 
It had been there lon er  than  any 
known human  animal krm has  been 
conceded to have occupied that  area. 

The conformation of this iron wedge 
carried all  the erfection of manufac- 
ture which wodd allow it to  be  placed 
in the ‘modern’  class. 

What sort of intelligence for ed it? 
If the race  which  was so skillef then, 
has  survived until now,  how far  ahead 
of us are  they  at this moment? Are 
they  the pilots of the  Flying  Saucers? 
If such a  race  has  died off, why do we 
find so little  other evidence of them? 
Even if we  press Atlantis to our bosom 
in full  acceptance, it will not  explain 
this iron wedge  enclosed in the  lump 
of coal. Atlantis is supposed to have 
sunk from 10,000 to 250,000 years ago, 
depending  upon  which  authority  one 
accepts.  Coal  was made  millions of 
years ago.  Difficult as it may be,  we 
may have to push back our thinking 
of manlike  creatures  upon this earth, 
and still farther back. 

An item  like this remains  a thorn in 
our finger, whether we  choose to be- 
lieve that  the  iron was  dropped  on the 
spot by some ancient fellow, or that 
it had fallen there from  the sky. In 
either case, our perplexity knows no 
boundary! 

The London Times, for June 22, 
1844, related an interesting story. Some 
men were working  a rock quarry close 
to  the Tweed, about  a quarter of a  mile 
downstream  from  Rutherford Mills. 
The came upon  a  thread of gold em- 
beddred in the  stone-this, at a  depth 
of eight feet below surface. No other 
gold, or gold indications have  been 
noted there. Was  this  a ravelling from 
an angel’s garment? 

Here  is  another  item  from The Lon- 
don Times-the issue of December 24, 
1851. 

One Hiram  De  Witt of Springfield, 
Massachusetts, had been to California. 
He had brou ht back with  him, an in- 
teresting loo ing piece of auriferous 
uartz. De Witt delighted in showing 

%s rock to all comers. It was  proof 
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of ‘having been there and  helping skin 
‘em!’ The  quartz piece was the size of 
a man’s fist. It was a pretty rock to 
contemplate. 

One day, in  handing  the stone to 
another to examine, Hiram dropped the 
l u m p o r  the other fellow failed to 
‘have a good holt of it.’ Anyway, it 
fell to the ground-and split open. What 
do  you sup se  was found inside? A 
cut  iron-na’ r ! 

This  nail was straight. It was per- 
fect in contour and  only  slightly cor- 
roded. Its  head was perfect, and it 
didn’t  show any evidence of ever hav- 
ing been  used. 

QhUartz rock is the child of fire. It 
is t  e direct offspring of this planet’s 
basic crystal stone. It ets on  top  only 
by being pushed there%y forces which 
lift  mountain chains, or it sluffs from 
material so pushed. uartz was an  
‘old  man,’  eologically, B efore coal was 
born. But  &is cut  iron-nail was totally 
enclosed by the quartz. Exce t by ac- 
cident, it might  never  have gee, dis- 
covered. 

If the other  items here mentioned 
remain  unsatisfactorily answered, then 
sure1 we  better  not begin our  search 
for &em here. 

The  main  part of my Grandfather’s 
house was framed m t h  tongue and 
mortise. It was well over 100 years 
old when I was a boy. A wing added 
later  had been nailed together-and 
cut  iron-nails  were used. It was prob- 
ably 35 years old then.  Cut  iron-nails 
are  not too  old as  American  buildin 
methods go. Such nails are still uses 
in certain situations today. 

It is rather difficult to surmise  whence 
came the cut iron-nail embedded in 
that iece of quartz. SO, let us forget 
it an a pass  on to other nails-also red 
-but with  rust. 

In 1845, Sir David Brewster reported 
that a nail had been found in  a block 
of stone removed from the Kinfoodie 
Quarry in North Britain.  This quarry 
had been in operation for 20 ears. The 
strata  from  which the bloc 1 bearing 

the  nail was  removed, measured nine 
inches in thickness. There was no  way 
this nail could have come from the 
surface. 

The quarry, in which the  nail was 
found, consisted of alternate  layers of 
the  hard stone, and  narrow seams of 
what  is  known as till. The point of the 
nail projected into this till. It was 
badly corroded. The rest of the  nail 
lay in the  hard stone, and was  not too 
disintegrated  by rust. 

And so we have the  nails in stone, 
driven  there  by  Time, to  hang our won- 
der on-to tie us to our  ancient past. 

In  the British Museum is a  small 
crystal lens. This  little  arc of trans- 
parent  material is said to have come 
from  a  ‘treasure house’ in Nineveh. 
Nineveh was  looted and destroyed in 
612 B.C. 

Carpenter, in his book, The Micro- 
scope and its Revelations, shows two 
drawings of this lens. But he  argues 
that it is quite impossible the  Ancients 
knew  how  to  grind  and  test lenses. It 
is known  that  the Romans-and  pos- 
sibly the Greeks-knew about the ‘burn- 
ing glass’  effect, and  the magnif in 
p~  erties of spheres of glass half-Ale8 
mJ water. However, history does not 
recognize true lenses as having been 
made until sometime after 1260 A.D. 

But it is  also known, that  to  the treas- 
ure houses of these old  cities, such as 
Nineveh, were brought all objects which 
had been seen to fall  from the sky. 
Could it be this lens ma have come 
to earth  that  way? Or &es that  tax 
the  imagination too greatly? On the 
other  hand,  is it too great  a  stretch 
of the  mind to concede that  he who 
was able  to  fashion an iron wedge in 
the time of our coal-making periods 
could have  learned to grind  a  lens  by 
the  time  Nineveh was at its  height? 

Chips of crimson-colored crystal are 
these. Whether  they  are rubies or glass, 
onl God and  the experts know-and 
G d  doesn’t say. The conclusion is fre- 
quently  a prejudiced disregard of at 
least one of the facts. 

The 
Rosicrucian 
Digest No man  is  free whose mind  is  not  like  a door, with a double-acting h i n  e, 
March swinging outward to release his own ideas, and  inward  to receive the wo&y 
1955 thoughts of others. ”VALIDIVAR 
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ATTEO Sandoni  has  led a 
busy life, too  busy in fact 
ever  to  have  time  for an 
exhibition of his portraits 
until in January  when a 
collection of them  was  on 
display in the  Art Gal- 
lery of the Rosicmcian 
Egyptian,  Oriental Mu- 

seum. A Venetian by birth,  Mr. San- 
doni came to San Francisco in 1904 
and  has been everywhere else since- 
finding  ready commissions for  his dis- 
cerning  eye and skilled technique in 
the Orient as  well  as in Europe and 
at home. 

The exhibit  was of genuine historic 
interest since it brings  together for the 
first time work of many periods. In 
pastel or oil, his sensitivity to color, 
form, and  texture  has resulted in what 
must have  been satisfying likenesses of 
his  sitters; but more than  that  in each 
there is an unmistakable  and differen- 
tiating  unity. 

The  layman found the show full of 
portraits that one  could  almost  speak 
to, and  the  artist discovered it to be 
self-revelatory in matters of juxtaposi- 
tions-flesh textures and fabric;  light 
colors and shadow  colors, figure bal- 
ance and object balance. 

There was nothing at all in the ele- 
ments of these ortraits different from 
those  used by  a P 1 portrait  painters; y!t 
subtly  there was. It was this intrl- 
guing something which  kept  viewers 
coming  back for  one more  look. 

V A V  
The kookaburras and magpies  have 

been  back in  the picture for some time 
down under and for the time  being  “the 
great brown land” is no  more. Each 
season  has its distinction, though, and to 
the mystic all  things are capable of 
yielding instruction. 

Harmony  Chapter of Melbourne  has 

a  monthly “Discussion Night”  which  is 
proving worth while. On these nights, 
informal discussions take place rela- 
tive to  the discourse  chosen for the oc- 
casion. All members  express  themselves 
fully,  and  when  they  have  made  them- 
selves hungry  they  adjourn for supper. 
The  plan pleases everyone, even those 
who can’t speak. They  can always  eat. 

The story of the Rosicrucian  Order 
in Australia-at least the chapters  con- 
cerning  its early  trials  and  triumphs in 
Sydney-is now  available in printed 
form. According to the Bulletin of Syd- 
ney  Chapter, copies may be obtained 
from the secretary (I. 0. 0. F. Hall, 
100 Clarence Street)  for 15/ each. Bet- 
ter include somethin for postage. The 
proceeds  go to  the  Ehapter Funds. 

Cama “ey Chapter, Cuba, is urging 
its memgrs individually to constitute 
themselves  committees to bring at least 
one other  to  the  Chapter meetings. 
Special times  have been arranged when 
nonmember  friends  who are mterested 
ma come and  learn something of the 
OrLr’s mission and purpose. Grand 
Lodge  members are also bein  encour- 
aged to cooperate in  the  budin of a 
strong  Chapter of the Order in Eama- 
giiey. This seems an excellent way  to 
create an enthusiastic and thriving or- 
ganization. 

* * *  

* * *  

* t *  

Hurricane “Hazel”  almost attended 
Chapter  meeting in Aruba-but mem- 
bers had  advance notice of her coming 
and  all  stayed  awa . She  did  dowse 
the  island  with winJand rain,  disrupt 
communication lines, flood the island, 
and do property damage. The Chapter 
responded immediately  by organizing 
a relief committee and doing its part 
in rehabilitation, * * *  
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The Fourth  Annual Statewide Rally 
of Rosicrucians in Arizona is  under 
way in Tucson. The exact  date is 
March 5, and  the place, “The  Light- 
house in the Desert.”  As in  the  three 
previous  successful rallies so in this 
year’s meeting the  prime mover is 
Phoenix Chapter’s  genial chaplain,  Fra- 
ter  Tom Croaff. 

W A W  

Sorting  through the oddments of clip- 
pings and comments that have been ac- 
cumulating in this  department  during 
last  year,  the following were noted: 
Dartmouth College,  Hanover, New 
Hampshire,  has become the reci ient 
of the  library of the  Polar  expgrer, 
Dr. Vilhjalmur Stefansson. This is the 
largest known  collection of material  on 
the Arctic, assembled during 30 years 
by Dr. Stefansson and comprises  some 
25,000 volumes and 20,000 pamphlets 
and manuscripts. * * *  In Washington, 
D.C.,  George  Washington’s  best uni- 
form  had its first cleaning in 170 years. 
*** At Ohio State  University  a crow 
named Maxilian is  enrolled in a speech 
course. After six months  he  can dis- 
tinguish between  cards marked yes and 
no. When asked whether  he would try 
for  a degree, it is  said he chose a  card 
marked “maybe so.” ***Near Tintagel, 
in North Cornwall,  Wales-the  legen- 
dary birthplace of King  Arthur-a 
drawing was  found incised on a rock 
face which may solve a 4,000-year-old 
riddle. It is like the  drawing on a coin 
minted in Crete in 200 B.C. It is said 
to  refer to the famous labyrinth of 
Knossus where  the  mythical  Minotaur 
lived. * * * A Wisconsin farmer by  mix- 
ing 1,000 pounds of salt  with the soil 
of his celery  beds  is  believed to have 
discovered  how to grow pre-salted cel- 
ery. * * *  In Hartford City. Indiana.  a 

V L A V  

them. “Darn-Easy,” a  little  machine 
capable of being  held in the hand,  can 
be useful to  busy housewives, long-suf- 
fering husbands, or confirmed bachelors. 

No sock need  now be neglected be- 
cause it has  a hole in it. 
is the answer-IO  times faster “Darn-Eas$ than y 
hand. 

V A V  
In  Arizona there is an almost circu- 

lar crater in the desert of ap roximately 
three-quarters of a  mile in Biameter. It 
is  known  as Caiion  Diablo Meteor Cra- 
ter. It marks the spot where something 
made an impression 5,000 years ago. 
Numerous  fragments of iron  have been 
found  around the  crater  but  the meteor- 
ite itself is presumably  still buried, It 
is estimated that only  a body  some 300 
or 400 feet in diameter could have 
carved  such a hole. 

A man who knows a  great deal about 
such matters is Mr. H.  H. Nininger of 
Caiion  Diablo. He spends his time lec- 
turing on, or studyin about,  meteors. 
It was he who  supplie3  the Rosicrucian 
Planetarium with its meteorites some 
years ago. 

In  the Bay  Region on a lecture tour, 
Mr.  Nininger  came to Rosicrucian Park 
recently and paid  his respects to the 
Imperator. 

V A V  
Being a  busy  man, Frater  Ernest 

Dugan,  Supreme  Temple Custodian, 
was  even  busier  during the holidays 
tr ‘ng  to deal with  the  Christmas cards 
w r ich poured in on him-too many to 
answer,  and almost  too man to  read. 
This  department  has been  deyegated to 
express his sincere appreciation for 
members’  thouAhtfulness. 

A m  

The question  is,  given two chinchillas 
thirsty snake-or at least i’curious one (theoretically, that  is), how  long will it 
“got its head  stuck in a beer  can. take to grow a  short coat? This depart- 
Rescued, it was  exhibited as  the  first  ment  has been queried,  for the office 
blue racer to  be canned  and live to bulletin board  announces two chinchil- 
tell  about it. * * *  No  one  need worry  las  for sale. Former owner, it is under- 
now  about those socks with holes in stood, is now  interested in mink! 

V L l V  
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Prophet of Freedom 
By H. W. HAUSCHILD, LL.B., F. R. C. 

1CHOLAS Berdyaev, an in- 
ternat ional  personality, 
has been  called philoso- 
pher, mystic,  Captive of 
Freedom, revolutionary, 
and thinker. All of these 
he was, but mostly- a 
Prophet of the  twentieth 
century. He was a proph- 

et in the  dual Biblical sense of the 
word: first,  as  a  learned  man discern- 
ing principles that operate in past, 
present, and future-a  scholar who sees 
ahead;  and second, as one  who  speaks 
out  forcefully and fearlessly for truth. 

As a seer, Berdyaev  examined mi- 
nutely  the  thought of his own time, 
as well as that of all historic periods. 
In addition to  the philosophical and so- 
ciological writers, he was familiar  with 
the  earl  Christian  writers, such as 
Origen, &. Augustine, and Clement of 
Alexandria. The great  German m stics, 
Jacob  Boehme, Tauler,  and EcLart, 
made  a deep  impression  upon  him, but 
perhaps the greatest single influence 
upon  Berdyaev’s thought was that of 
the Russian novelist, Feodor  Dostoevski. 

Berd  aev’s scholarship, however,  did 
not en$  with the nineteenth  century; 
he was  familiar  with modern philoso- 
phers as well, and  the  names of Dewey, 
Sartre, Kierke aard, Heideg er, Karl 
Barth, constan ti y appear in a is writ- 
ings. Even though a scholar among 
scholars, Berdyaev had  a deep  convic- 
tion of the  reality of revelation. In his 
The Meanin of History, he writes, 
“History is t fe  result of a deep inter- 
action  between eternity  and time: it is 
the incessant eruption of eternity  into 
time,” With  an amazing seership he 

was able to pierce the complexities of 
modern  politxal  thought,  and  to show 
the faults  and  virtues  inherent in Capi- 
talism, Socialism, and Marxist-Commu- 
nism; however, his  interest in politics 
was  secondary.  Man’s relation  to  his 
fellow men  and to the Cosmos was for 
Berdyaev the most important question. 
In The  Destiny of Man he wrote: bLFor 
us the most important question is  the 
question of Man.  Everything proceeds 
from him, and to  him  everything re- 
turns.”  And  again, “Man is called up- 
on  to  create good-not just to fulfill 
it.” And in an even more  prophetic 
vein, “Man’s inner spirituality  cannot 
be suppressed, no  matter how cruelly 
necessity  presses upon  him; man’s thirst 
for  the  spiritual will assert itself.” 

In  the second  aspect of the word 
prophet, Berdyaev was even  more fear- 
less and forceful. He spent  the  major 
portion of his  lifetime as an exile: first, 
from  his own country,  the Czarist Gov- 
ernment,  and  later  as an exile from the 
Soviet  Government,  because he refused 
to abandon his ideals. In his short bi- 
ography  and  critical  study of Berdyaev, 
Matthew Spinka says, “Berdyaev’s en- 
tire life and  thought are a  commentary 
on the text, ‘What  shall  a man give 
in exchange for his soul?’ ” 

Nicholas Alexandrovitch  Berdyaev 
was born in Kiev in 1874. His  parents 
belonged to  the Czarist aristocracy, al- 
though  his  mother  was of French ex- 
traction.  His early schooling  began at 
home; later, he attended  a  military 
school and  from  there  he was sent to the 
University of Kiev.  Although  enrolled 
as  a  student of Natural Science, it was 
at Kiev that  he first began his study of 
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hilosophy;  and  here it was that Ber- 
$aev first began  his lifelong struggle 
in behalf of freedom. He proved him- 
self a fearless champion of the o p  
pressed working classes, and for his 
efforts he was  exiled by  the Czar to 
Vologda, in the f a r  North, for over two 
years. In 1901,  his exile finished, Ber- 
dyaev  was  permitted to leave  Russia; 
and  he travelled to Germany  to con- 
tinue his studies at  the University of 
Heidelberg. 

In 1904  he  returned to his homeland 
and settled in St. Petersburg.  During 
the  next decade  we can  only follow h v  
life  and growth in a series of articles 
on  a  wide  range of subjects appearing 
in various periodicals under his name. 
These  were climaxed by an article in 
1914, entitled “The  Quenchers of the 
Spirit.” Therein  Berdyaev  attacked the 
laxity and errors of the Orthodox 
Church,  and  particularly called them 
to account for their  subservience to  the 
Czarist Government,  with its incredible 
t anny and oppression. Immediately 
c rdyaev  was accused of treason  and 
threatened  with exile for life. Only 
the ensuing war  with  Germany pre- 
vented this threat  from  being carried 
out. 

SpfFftPaL CUltEB’e 

Alwa s a vigorous champion of re- 
form,  zerdyaev moved about in the 
terrible  days of the war, and  the even 
more terror-ridden days of the Revolu- 
tion that followed-always  seeking,  lec- 
turin  and admonishing the people  who 
woulflisten,  that good cannot come out 
of violence. A careful student of Mam- 
ism he could  be a devastating critic, as 
when  he wrote,  “They  (Marxist-Com- 
munists) live in a world of their own 
creation, fictitious, phantasmagoric,  
mythical,  and as abstract as geometry.” 
For seven years, horror  was iled upon 
horror,  revolution was  fol P owed by 
counter-revolution, foreign intervention, 
civil war,  and  terror. Berd aev re- 
mained unmoved and unattacKed. He 
was an outspoken and fearless critic 
of both the Czarist Regime, and  the 

The Revolutionaries. A ain  and  again  he 
rebuked  the  Orthofox  Church  for  its 

Rosicrucian passive attitude  and its reactionism. 
Digest In 1920, although he  had been  a 
March forceful critic (both in writing  and 
1955 from  the lecture platform) of the  Marx- 
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ist theories and practices, Berdyaev was 
elected  to a professorshi at  the Mos- 
cow University. He foun B ed in Moscow 
a “Free Academy of Spiritual Culture,” 
which proved very successful. In less 
than a year, however, he was  asked in 
no uncertain  terms to leave the country 
for  all time. “I was  banished  from 
Soviet  Russia simply and solely  because 
of my reaction in defense of freedom 
of the Spirit,” he  wrote  years  later in 
his unpublished  autobiography. 

Faced  with lifelong exile from his 
homeland,  Berdyaev settled for a  time 
in Berlin. His interests prior to this 
exile had  ranged over a  very  wide 
area of human thought, but  they  had 
yet  found  a common factor in his na- 
tive Russia and  her own peculiar  prob- 
lems, religious, social, and philosophical. 
Now, cut off from his homeland, his 
thoughts  found an even  wider scope- 
the common  Cosmic destiny of man. In 
1923  he  published The  New Middle 
Ages, a revaluation of the  art played 
by  the Middle Ages in  the  gvelopment 
of European culture. Berdyaev  saw the 
Middle Ages as a  kind of incubation 
period for the tremendous creative ef- 
fort  and  energies of the Renaissance. 
Also in 1923,  Berdyaev finished his 
work on The Meaning of History. 
These two works which  had  a most 
enthusiastic reception, being translated 
into some fourteen  European  languages, 
carried the  fame of Berdyaev into  the 
far corners of the civilized  world. 

In The Meaning of History, Berdya- 
ev for the first time developed two of 
his principal ideas: (1) If history is to 
have  a  value for mankind be  ond the 
mere  accumulation of facts-&at is, if 
there is to be a  philosophy of history- 
it has to be illuminated  from  both the 

ast and  the  future. A philosophy of 
kstory without eschatological  consider- 
ations must  inevitably  be  a one-sided, 
flat, and distorted philosophy. (2) Rela- 
tivity, as understood at  present, has 
very definitely changed the viewpoint 
of time, and this must be given con- 
sideration by  the honest historian. This 
statement involves  Berdyaev’s  concep- 
tion that  eternit is not an endless num- 
ber of time-cy&;  eternit is a  realm, 
or condition, where  time B oes not exist. 
Thus Berdyaev sees history as a record 
of man’s experiments  with his free, 
creative powers,  coupled with “historic 



crises which are eruptions of eternity 
into  time.” 

The messianic element  is  a  strong 
unifyin  thread in the study of history 
of manfind;  it is perhaps the most im- 
portant single thread, for so long as 
time exists he is faced with the  fact 
of his dualism:  “The  mystery of man 
is that  he is not  only  a natural being, 
explicable by  nature;  but  he is also a 

ersonality, that is a spiritual being, 
gearing in himself the divine image. 
Hence the traged of man’s situation in 
the  natural w o r l i ~ ~  

In 1924  Berdyaev moved to  Paris 
where  he was to live the remainder of 
his life. Here  he founded, and for four- 
teen  years edited, a  small religious- 
philosophical review-The Way.  From 
this time  until  the German occupation 
of France, Berdyaev wrote  and lectured. 
A  man without  a  country,  he developed 
a  world-wide viewpoint and  labored dil- 

born and spent his entire life in Konigs- 
berg. “You must be. roud to be from 
the same city,” sa18 Berdyaev. The 
youn  Nazi replied that  he  had never 
met  fkmmnuel  Kant. 

The war,  particularly  after  the in- 
volvement of the Soviet Union,  became 
extreme1 painful for Berdyaev. He 
felt  keenry the difficulties and  the suf- 
ferings that  he knew his people were 
undergoin But his pride in  the achieve- 
ments of t f e  Red Army was  soon over- 
turned, for he  wrote of this period in 
his autobiography,  “Freedom  has  not 
increased; rather  it has decreased. In  
the official church  life  conservative  ten- 
dencies  prevail-a desire to return  to 
the  16th  and 17th centuries. . . . A 
critical attack by me to much of what 
is transpirin in Soviet  Russia is par- 
ticularly di%icult  because I feel the 
need to defend my  native  land before 
the  world  which is inimical to her.” 

ological  conditions;  religious questions, 
or  philosophical  matters in Europe. 

Hearlaeke 

While  the German occupation  was a 
nuisance to him, in that  he was cut off 
from friends and contacts, yet  he  was 
never arrested nor molested. Berdyaev 
had been, and  continued to be an out- 
spoken critic of the enemies of freedom, 
and  he  did  not exclude the  Nazis  from 
his criticism. He wrote  and spoke force- 
fully  and fearlessly against anti-Semi- 
tism, and race-worship. Many of his 

rested and imprisoned by the Occupa- 
compatriot emigrees in France were ar- 

tion Forces when  Germany  attacked 
the Soviet Union. Berdyaev made  no 
secret of his sympathies for his own 
people, and his admiration of the Rus- 
sian  Army;  but  the authorities never 
molested him. In fact his first encounter 
with  a  Nazi officer has  its own amusing 
value. The young officer was  from 
Konigsberg.  Berdyaev  spoke to him 
about the great German philosopher, 
Kant, whom he  admired  and who  was 

Tke Pen Spenloe 
Since Berdyaev’s death in 1948,  three 

im ortant books from his pen  have been 
puhshed:  in 1949,  Towards a New 
Epoch; in 1950, Truth  and Revelation; 
and in 1953, The Realm of Spirit  and 
the Realm of Caesar. This last  volume 
is believed to complete the publication 
of all posthumous papers (with  the ex- 
ception of the Autoblo aphy) ; it is  a 
series of essays pre  are LY from notes and 
fragments  left by  ierdyaev and  found 
among his effects. 

Freedom is un uestionably the key- 
note of all of Berlyaev’s writings. The 
complete freedom of the individual: not 
the nameless,  faceless, unit of sociology, 
but freedom for that  unique  spiritual 
bein the living, existent personality. 
Free9om for Berdyaev  is  almost the 
equivalent of the  Chinese  Tao and of 
the Christian mystic’s The Way. Over 
and over again  he  attempts to define it, 
“Freedom  is the  inner creative energy 
of man. . . B freedom man  may create 
quite  new li P e, new life for society and 
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the world. . . Freedom  breaks into  this 
world. . . Freedom  comes from  another 
world: it contradicts and overthrows the 
laws of this world. . . In  a more  pro- 
found sense  freedom  is  man’s  coming 
of age, his recognition of his duty.” 
And  again, “Freedom is the spiritual 
element in man.  Materialism is the 
complete  denial of freedom, and a so- 
cial order  based  on materialism  cannot 
know  freedom.” 

But it is not only necessary that  the 
personality  be free,  there  must also be 
freedom in the  relationship between 
man  and God, and between man  and 
man. Along with Nietzsche,  Berdyaev 
recognized that only the  madman  or 
the Genius can live alone. Community 
life 1s essential; but it must be  com- 
munal:  a brotherhood with  a common 
purpose and  a common end,  not  just  a 
collective existence. Man is rooted and 
grows in  the community;  but he rises 
out of it to create, only  to  return to 
share his creation with  the  community. 

“A new  attitude of mind  and new 
forces of Christian  activity are going 
to  the make-up of the periods which 
lie before us. . . . The  new  spirituality 
will be first and foremost an experience 
of creative energy  and inspiration,” for 
“the  end of the world (time) is  man’s 
responsibility as well as God‘s.” Thus 
Berdyaev  agrees with Goethe that Chris- 
tianity  is  a political revolution  which 
having been thwarted  has  turned to 
moral revolt. But for Berdyaev there 
is no alternative  way  for  the  fulfilling 
of the God-manhood destiny. It is man 
who  must respond  to the Cosmic sum- 
mons to create, not only  throu  h work 
but  through deeper spiritual reakation, 
a  new heaven and  a  new  earth.  This 
creation  will establish the  end of time, 
and provide a resolution of the disso- 

nances of dualism-in short, the ad- 
vent of the Kingdom of Heaven. 

Throughout  the  writings of Berdya- 
ev, there  rings the call for man to 
“stir up the  Spirit”;  a  great  and im- 
passioned  summons to his fellow men 
to come up from  the fields of material- 
ism, with  their slavery and competi- 
tions, into  the fullness of man’s estate: 
to rise from  the limited conception of 
man as a solely material creation, to 
a recognition of the  dual  function of 
man in the  realm of time  and space, 
and also in the infinite and eternal. 
Berdyaev was  a  brilliant  and  erudite 
critic of all  forms of society and social 
achievements, and  yet  he seems un- 
touched by  fatalism, or  the deep  de- 
featism that characterizes so many mod- 
ern writers.  Rather the mistakes, the 
errors of man,  he sees as a  part of his 
experience and growth in freedom, and 
free  creativity. 

Fielding Clarke, in his Introduction 
to Berdyaev, writes: “It is  certain  that 
what Berdyaev has to say about the 
reality of freedom, of  God’s freedom, 
of man’s  freedom, and of man’s free- 
dom in relation to  God, and  the con- 
nections  between this and suffering is 
bound in  the  future to  attract more and 
more attention.’’ 

Fortunately most  of  Berdyaev’s writ- 
ings are available in English  transla- 
tions, and those  who as yet have  not 
read them  have in store a  very exciting 
and  yet satisf g experience.  These 
writings p r o v i r a  splendid and solid 

ide  through the forests of modern 
gought, pointing  out  clearly  and  fear- 
less1 the  errors of our ways;  however, 
Ber$aev did not stop here. He shows 
by means of knowledge of principles 
what  must be  accomplished in the  days 
ahead. 

V A V  

IN APPRECIATION 
To my many  fratres  and  sorores  throughout  the  world  who  were so kind  as  to re- 

member  the  occasion of my birthday, I wish  to  express my appreciation. I know  you 
will understand my taking  this  method of thanking  each of you,  since it would  be im- 
possible to otherwise  acknowledge all of your  very  kind  greetings. 

RALPH M. LEWIS 
Imperator of the A.M. 0. R. C. 
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Your Sense of the Possible 
By DR. JOHN E. OWEN 

(From Psychology Magazine, London-April 1951 Issue) 

AVE you ever  watched the 
faces of people as they go 
to work in  the morning 
or as the stand in a 
queue? d e n  it is not a 
happy sight. Many peo- 
ple to-day are living in a 
state of mental  apathy, 
indifference and   cyni -  

cism. Life  means  little to them. They 
live in the  land of dead  dreams. The 
see the  future in blank if not  blea1 
terms. For thousands  a good motto 
would  be, “What’s the use?” They have 
never got much  out of life in the past 
and so they never hope for much in 
the  future.  Life for them  has  long since 
become a  dull  routine of working, eat- 
ing and sleeping. 

You have  met eople like this; the 
world is full of gem. They  are  the 
ones who don’t expect much  from life, 
and  there  you  have  the key to them. 
They have closed their  minds to the 
ossibility of anything interesting ever 

Eappening to them, of ever  achieving 
anything  unusual, of seeing any new 
places, of having exciting new experi- 
ences. 

Fortunately  the world is not peopled 
entirely  with  this Y g P t h e r s  exist 
who realize the psyc 010 ‘cal fact  that 
all things are possible  you  believe 
they are, if you keep your  mind open 
to the tremendous possibilities in lif- 
and in ourself. Some individuals have 
broad lorizons,  a keen sensitivity to 
what life can mean,  not because they 
have  more  money or more  education, 
but because they believe in life and  its 
possibilities.  You have  met this sort, 

too-they are not  afraid to try the new 
way, they  are receptive to fresh ideas, 
they go out of their  way to meet  new 
people, to make  new  fnends, they see 
far vistas, they  have  a great sense of 
the  possible. 

If the have travelled, it is not nec- 
essarily %ecause they  are wealthy but 
because they believed that  the benefits 
of travel  were possible for them  and 
they acted  on that belief. If one wants 
to travel, the  first  thing to do is to 
know that it is possible.  One’s horizon 
can be wonderfully expanded  by even 
a  few  days  spent in new  surroundings. 
And this world is so full of exciting 
places and  strange people that  there  is 
something almost tragic in never leav- 
ing one’s own backyard. You can’t help 
feeling rather sorry for all the people 
who have  never  seen  the  English  Lake 
District, the Scottish Highlands, the 
view of Paris from the top of Notre 
Dame, the Alps of Switzerland  and the 
wonders of other foreign lands. But you 
feel really sorry for those  who never 
expect to  see these and  a thousand  other 
places,  those  who  subconsciously assume 
that  the glamour-spots of the world are 
not  for  them because they  say  they 
cannot afford it,  or  they  cannot get 
away, or . . . 

How do they know  they can’t  see 
these places? If we reall believe in 
the possibilities of life andTact on  that 
belief, then  nothing is impossible. That 
is a  fact  which  many people  demon- 
strate  and rove every day of their 
lives. Trave! is only  one instance. 

Some  people long for education and 
they belteve in their power to expand 
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mentally. Somewhere,  somehow, they 
find what  they  want  and  their outlook 
and world of ideas grow and expand. 
Often they lacked the  chance in youth 
for the  royal road to learning. A wo- 
man,  not highly-educated, spent an 
hour a  day  with  great books. To-day 
she is sought after as a  brilliant con- 
versationalist. But thousands of people 
merely acce t themselves mentally as 
they  are an$  never  take  advantage of 
the o portunities for  growth and  learn- 
ing &at  are all  around  them. 

Some  people  long for  friendship  but 
they never seem to believe in  their own 
power to draw  friends.  And since they 
don’t  believe, they  never  make any 
creative effort to be friendly. 

One man forges ahead towards his 
ambitions, be  they  what  they  may,  and 
others look  on, never  for  a  moment  dar- 
ing to believe that  similar success can 
be  theirs.  Or they  to pretend  to 
themselves that those 7 w o have achieved 
are not  really  happy,  as if the  captain 
of the Queen Elizabeth were  not as 
happy as one of his deck-hands! And 
their own excuse for lack of success is 
that  they  are “not cut  out  for it”, or 
‘rcircumstances are against them”-you 
know  all  the excuses! 

But why  not? How do they know 
these things are not  for  them3 If there 
is something  one wants to  do  or has  an 
urge to do, that  urge in itself is a po- 
tential sign of  one’s ability in  that di- 
rection. It is  a  plain  fact  that  we  all 
o after  what we really  want. If we 

ion’t achieve what  we thou ht we 
wanted, it is usually the case t 5 at we 
did not want  it badly  enough; what we 
actually  wanted was to  take  the  line of 
least resistance, which has  brought us 
to exactly  where we are now. If we 
really believed in  the possibility of our 
achieving the  thin of which we 
dreamed,  we would f o more in a posi- 
tive way to get it! 

We get what we expect from life, 
and  no more. The psychological txou- 
bles of most  people, their pessimism, 
inferiority feelings, and doubts,  stem 
from  the  fact  that  they don’t  ex ect 
much of life and in consequence  %ey 
don’t get much. To keep one’s mind 
open to the future, to be awake  to  the 
possibilities in oneself, to be  willing to 
pay  the price in experience and effort- 
this is more than most  people are will- 

ing to do. And  then  they blame “cir- 
cumstances” for  their  failure  to achieve 
what  they vaguely  wanted and hoped 
for, instead of seeing that  their own 
lack of faith in themselves and life was 
largely responsible. 

If you believe that  the  future has 
nothing  for you, then,  frankly,  it hasn’t. 
If you can’t see good  things-health, 
wealth,  education,  knowledge, travel, 
love, friendshipahead, then  they won’t 
be there. But to believe that these thin s 
are  actually possible, and  then  to wo% 
for  them, is to make them possible. 
This is not philosophy or theory. It is 
life as  you  must  have seen it lived. 
Have ou ever  known  a happy or suc- 
cessfur person who did  not in large 
measure  embody  the  faith that was in 
him-one who believed in the  larger 
potentialities of life and  who acted on 
his belief? 

It sounds very simple, but if there is 
something you want you must first of 
all believe in its possibility. If you act 
and go after it, you may  reach it, what- 
ever it is. Even if you don’t get  the  pre- 
cise thing  you set your  heart on, you 
may come to see, in  the experience of 
strivin after  it,  that  fundamentally you 
wanted something else all  the time.  his 
insight in itself will be  valuable. It 
will make  you  more clear-sighted about 
your  ultimate  aims  and purposes.  But 
in any case, if you don’t  believe,  you 
won’t get anythmg worthwhile. 

It is a  sad  fact that so many people 
have so very  little  real belief, in that 
they  have  such  a  very  small sense of 
all  that is possible in life. One criticism 
of our  education  and organized religion 
to-day is that  they often  fail  to give a 
new vision of what life  might  mean, 
a  broader  awareness of all  the  many 
possibilities of experience. A religion 
or  education  based on practical psy- 
chology  could  open up wonderful  new 
vistas of meaning. 

So try to  have  your  mind open to  all 
the  new  and exciting  things that life has 
to  offer. Keep a sense of the possible, 
knowin that  what you want  can be 
yours i B you  really  have  the  faith to be- 
lieve in yourself. 

Of course, you have  to  plan and 
work and  act on  your belief in the pos- 
sible. But that is all  a  part of believing, 
isn’t it? 





A CHANCE TO PROVE 

RALPH WALDO  EMERSON, modern philos- 
opher,  said “A man should learn to detect 
and watch  that  gleam of light which flashes 
across his  mind from  within . . . Yet he dis- 
misses without notice  his thought,  because 
it is his.” 

How many of your own ideas which you 
dismissed from your mind as  too  different or 
new-or merely because they were  your 
own-have years  later  returned, a s  Emerson 
said, in the  alienated form of someone else’s 

Rose-Croix University 
recent accomplishment? Perhaps  you, like 
many  others, have let germs of creative 
thought die for want of a place in which to 
mature them. 

Waste no more years-write today to the 
Rose-Croix  University, San  Jose, California, 
for a free copy of The Story of Learning. 
I t  contains a complete curriculum of the 
courses and tells how you may enjoy the 
various privileges Attend this summer- 
short  term; reasonable tuition 
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ALASKA CONNECTICUT 

Anchorage: 
Anchorage  Pronaos.  Joseph  E.  Maley,  Master,  Hartford  Pronaos.  Aaron G. Cohen.  Master, 471 
P. 0. Box 1404. Fern  St. 

Hartford: 

ARIZONA 
Phoenix: 
Phoenix  Chapter, 1738 W.  Van  Buren  St.  Martha 
J. Wood,  Master, 3612 N. 51st PI .  
Tucson : 
Dr.  Charles  L.  Tomlin  Chapter,  Knights of Pyth- 
ias  Hall.  Lucie S. Mellis,  Master, 3008 E.  Adams. 

ARKANSAS 
Little  Rock: 
Little  Rock  Pronaos.  Robert  K.  Brown,  Master, 
3000 Fair   Park Blvd. 

CALIFORNIA 
Fresno : 
Jacob  Boehme  Chapter  Ponderosa  Masonic  Tem- 
ple, 11 San  Pablo Av6. Ted  R.  Souza.  Master, 

Long  Beach:* 
Abdiel  Lodge, 2455 Atlantic Ave. Rolland  Hill- 
man.  Master. 2708 Van Buren  St. 

515 Home Ave. 

Hermes  Lodge 148 N. Gramercy P1. Tel.  Holly- 
Lis 'AngeGsl* 
wood 5-1230. R. A. Lashlee,  Master,' 149  N. Gra- 
mercy PI. 
Oakland:* 
Oakland  Lodge, 263 12th  St.  Roger  Rush,  Master, 
3311 Kingsland Ave. 
Pasadena:* 
Akhnaton  Lodge, 20 N. Raymond Ave. Arthur 
H Raymond,  Master, 1M112 Covert,  Tujunga. 
Sacramento: 
Clement B. Le  Brun  Chapter, I.O.O.F.  Bldg. 
Herman  Leader,  Master, 914 23rd St. 
San  Diego: 
San  Diego  Chapter 4567 30th St.  Roland S. 
Fadden,  Master,  32l'Spruce  St. 

Francis Bacon  Lodge, 1957 Chestnut  St.,  Tel. 
San  Francisco:* 
WEst 1-4778. Hazel  Lehnherr.  Master, 2207 45th 
A"P .. _. 
Santa  Cruz: 
115 Trinity St. 
Santa  Cruz  Pronaos.  Paul J. Veatch.  Master, 

Santa  Rosa: 
Snnta  Rosa  Pronaos.  Ann C. Laugier,  Master, 
543 Shortt  Rd. 
Stockton: 
Bragg,  Master, 1827 S. Grant  St. 
Stockton  Chapter 1345  N. Madison  St.  Chas.  T. 

Van  Nuys  Chapter  The  Sherman  Oaks  Women's 
Van Nuys: 

Batz,'  Master. 5752 Matilija Ave. 
Club 15248 Dicken's Sherman  Oaks.  Gordon  W. 

Whittier  Chapter, 8315 S. Greenleaf Ave. Willis 
Whittier: 
H. Garey.  Master, 639 Dittmar  Dr. 

DISTRICT O F  COLUMBIA 
zeyhm@o?: 

ashington  Carver  Cha  ter,  I.O.O.F.  Hall, 
9th & T  Sts.. N. W. Mabel P Ford,  Master, 252 
Warren  St.,  N.  E. 
Thomas  Jefferson  Chapter 1322 Vermont Ave. 
N. W.  Paul 0. Plenclmer'  Master, 3600 Rhodi 
Island Ave.. Mount Rainier!,  Md. 

FLORIDA 
l i a m l :  
Miami Chapter,  Bisca  ne  Temple 123  N. W. 
6th  St. 
15th Ave. Mrs.  E. H. Jmith,  Mastei. 2222 N.  W. 

St.  Petersburg: 
7417 Boca  Cieaa  Dr. 
St.  Petersburg  Pronaos.  Austin M. Huff,  Master, 

A q u a r i a n   C h a p t e r ,  105% Zack St.  Thomas 
Tampa: 
Holmes,  Master, 407 Pennsylvania Ave., Clear- 
water,  Fla. 

HAWAII 
Honolulu: 
Honolulu  Pronaos.  Lili P. Berndt,  Master, 4534 
Kahala Ave. 

IDAHO 
Boise: 
Boise  Pronaos. A. W.  Dawson,  Master, 1111 
N. 6th. 

ILLINOIS 
Chicago:' 
Nefertiti  Lodge 2539 N. Kedzie Ave Tel.  Ever- 
g a d e  4-8627. Eugene P. Groot,  hIa&er, 5531 S. 

Springfield: 
Springfield  Pronaos.  Charles  K.  Prichard, Mas- 
ter, 3023 Hoover Ave. 

Evansville: 
Master, 1955 Herbert Ave. 
Evansville  Pronaos.  Allen  Raymond  Nevius, 

Indianapolis: 
Indianapolis  Chapter 33 N.  Pennsylvania  St., 
Rm. 302. Lottie  Davih,  Master, 1038  N. Hamilton 
Ave. 
South  Bend: 
May Banks-Stacey  Chapter 519 S St  Joseph  St 
Gladys  Moore,  Master, 170i E. Hive]; Ave.. Elk: 
hart,  Ind. 

enwood Ave. 

INDIANA 

IOWA 
Davenport: 
Davenport  Pronaos.  Leita  H.  Kaufman.  Secre- 
tary, 1503% Clay  St. 
Des  Moines: 
Des  Moines  Pronaos. AI Razor.  Master, 3740 
Vandalia  Rd. 

COLORADO 
Denver: 
Rock  Mountain  Chapter. 1512 Gaylord  St,  Har-  Wichita  Pronaos.  Louis  W.  Wright, 1420 Uni- 
vey L r d a n ,  Master. 1446 Gilpln  St.  versity. 

KANSAS 
Wichlta: 

(Directory Continued  on  Next  Page) 



KENTUCKY 
Louisville: 
Saint  Germain  Chapter, 226 W.  Walnut  St.  Ruth 
Compton,  Master, 226 W.  Walnut St. 

MARYLAND 
Baltimore:' 
John  O'Donneli  Lodge 301 W. Redwood  St.  Chris 
R.  Warnken,  Master, i239 Linden Ave.,  Arbutus. 

MASSACHUSETTS 

Johannes  Kelpius  Lodge  Hotel  Brunswick.  Aarne 
Boston:* 
Kolhonen,  Master, 399 Newbury  St.,  West  Pea- 
body, Mass. 

Springfield  Pronaos.  Arthur  H.  Pratt,  Master, 
Springfield: 
20 Kelly  Place. 

MICHIGAN 
Detroit:* 
Thebes  Lodge 616 W. Hancock Ave. Ellen P. 
Williams,  Masier, 6165 McMillan Ave. 
Flint: 
Moria  El  Chapter Y.W.C.A. 201 E. 1st  St.  Harry 
Thompson,  Mastek, 920 Kennelworth Ave.,  E. 
Lansing: 
Leonard0  da Vinci  CbaDter 603 S. Washington. 
Chester S. Hulett. 342' Ston&  Rd. 

MINNESOTA 
Minneapolis: 
Essene  Chapter  Dyckman  Hotel 27 S. 6th  St. 
.Jessie Matson,  Master, 5301 Osseo'Rd. 

MISSOURI 
Saint  Louis: 
Saint  Louis  Chapter,  Roosevelt  Hotel,  Delmar & 
Euclid Aves. Herman P. Saussele,  Master, 1123-A 
Union  Blvd. 

MONTANA 
Billings: 

4th Ave., N. 
Billings  Pronaos.  W. D. Miller,  Master, 3117 

NEVADA 
Las Vegas: 
Las  Vegas  Pronaos.  William B. De  Long, Mas- 
ter,  Box 214. 
Reno : 
Reno  Pronaos. W. W.  Rhodes,  Master, 1370 
Charles  Dnve. 

NEW  JERSEY 
Newark: 
H  Spencer  Lewis  Chapter 84 Clinton Ave. Frank 
N. J. 
Huber,  Master, 508 Livingston St., Elizabeth, 

NEW MEXICO 

Albuquerque  Chapter 123% Broadway, S.E. A. S .  
Albuquerque: 
Kirkpatrick.  Master, 'Box 1013. 

NEW  YORK 
Buffalo: 
ter, 113 Ebeneier Dr.. W.  Seneca 24. N. Y. 
Rama  Chapter 34 Elam Pi. Keith  Hodges, Mas- 

Long  Island: 
Sunrise  Chapter Masonic Temple  Hicksville. 
Germaine  Tripp,'Master, 17 Club Rh.,  Sea  Cliff. 

Thomas  Paine Cha ter,  Masonic  Tem  le,  LeCount 
New Rochelle: 
P I .  George  E. S?wanson, Master, &41h Green- 
wich  Ave., Stamford, Conn. 
New York  City:* 
Barron  Master, 21-65 Hazen  St.,  Jacksbn  Heights 
New York  Clty  Lod  e 250 W 57th St Marie  C 
North. 'L. I. 
Rochester: 
Rochester  Chapter  Hotel  Seneca.  Arthur C. 
Weren,  Master, 214j Ridge  Rd., W. 
Syracuse. 
Sbracuse'  Pronaos.  Bert  Coleman,  Master, 327 
Wadsworth  St. 

~ ~~~. ~ ~. 

OHIO 
Cincinnati: 
Cincinnati  Chapter, 906 Main St.,  Rm. 202. An- 
drew  Pulskamp.  Master, 4651 Glenway Ave. 

Columbus: 
Helios  Chapter 697 S. High  St  Pauline w. 
Doersam,  Mast&, 1139 S. Miller  Ave. 

Yoiigstown:  
Youngstown  Chapter 301 E. wood  st.  Phyllis 
Cassetto,  Master, 110' Calvin St. 

OKLAHOMA 
Oklahoma  City' 
Amenhotep  Chapter Rm 318. Y.W.C A. Bldg. 
R. D. Whitaker.  Maker. i732 Linwood. 

Tulsa  Cha  ter 15 W. 13th St .  Ava L.  Stewart, 
Tulsa: 
Master, 1 6 8  S '  Boulder. 

OREGON 

Eugene  Pronaos.  Herman A. Mason,  Master, 2021 
Eugene : 
Adams  St. 
Portland:* 
Enneadic  Star  Lod  e, 2712 S. E.  Salmon,  Frank 
T. McCue, Master, 7121 N. Jantzen Ave. 
Salem : 
Jefferson  St. 
Salem  Pronaos.  Harry  W.  Snell,  Master, 1600 

PENNSYLVANIA 
Allentown: 
Allentown  Pronaos. W. R.  Fritzinger,  Master, 
1146 Tilghman  St. 

Lancaster  Pronaos. P. H.  Shreiner, 220 N. Res- 
Lancaster: 
ervoir  St. 

Benjamin  Franklin  Lodge 1303 W.  Girard Ave. 
Philadelphia:* 
Wilma  H.  Baird,  Master, i824 72nd  Ave. 

First  Penns  lvania  Lodge, 615 W.  Diamond  St. 
Pittsburgh:' 

N. S. StanLy  Zorowskl,  Master, 21 Utz  Lane: 
Coraopolls, Penn. 

RHODE  ISLAND 

Roger  Williams  Chapter,  Sheraton-Biltmore Ho- 
Providence: 
tel.  Perclval 0. Martin,  Master, A-108-181 Bene- 
fit St. 

~~~ ~~- 

TEXAS 
Amarillo: 
Amarillo  Pronaos.  Emmett H. McElroy,  Master, 
1615  W. 48th St. 

Triangle  Chapter, 1921% Greenville  Ave.  Theodore 
Dallas: 

H.  Lyons.  Master. 5407 Maple Springs Blvd. 
Houston: 
Houston  Chapter Y.W.C.A. Bldg.  Douglas R. 
Wichita  Falls: 
Strong.  Master, Sb8 Harold. 

2905 Ozark  St. 
Wichita  Falls  Pronaos.  Guy  Sinclair,  Master, 

UTAH 

Salt  Lake  City  Chapter I O  0.F Hall 41 Post 
Salt  Lake  City: 
Office  Place.  James M. 'Berling,  'Mastir. 159 E. 
3rd,  South. 

WASHINGTON 
Seattle:* 
Michael Maier  Lod  e,  Wintonia  Hotel.  Helen 
Schillreff.  Master, 7& N. 92. 
Spokane: 
Spokane  Chapter 1.0 O.F. Hall 12208 E.  Sprague 
OPPOrtUnitY. Ldwell  E.  Dalbeig.,  Master.  Agnei 
M. Pittman,  Board Chm.. 9502 E.  Broadway, 
Dishman  Br. 
Tacoma: 
Takhoma  Chapter, 508 6th Ave. John  H  Wilder, 

Yakima: 
Master, 8418 Tacoma Ave. 

Yakima  Pronaos.  Kenneth  Goin,  Master, 1521 
Garfleld Ave. 

WISCONSIN 
Milwaukee: 
Karnak  Chapter, 744 N. 4th  St.  Marcelle Schoene- 
man,  Master, 3174 S. 57th St. 
(* Initiations  are  performed.) 

Latin-American Division 
Armando  Font De La  Jara.  F. R. C.. Deputy  Grand  Master 

Direct,  inquiries  regarding  this  division  to  the  Latin-American  Division,  Rosicrucian  Park,  San  Jose, 
Californla. U. S. A. 
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